Bhutan - a magical kingdom in the clouds
The King puts National Happiness ahead of Economy
By Rita Payne
The king of Bhutan made international headlines when he declared
that gross national happiness is the goal of the government and the
economy should not be regarded as the sole measurement of success.
The king is deeply committed to preserving the environment and
protecting the kingdom’s fragile ecology
from the impact of climate change. More
than two-thirds of Bhutan is covered with
forests. Bhutan has several national
parks where exotic species of birds and
animals flourish. One of the best known
is the Manas Game Sanctuary on the
banks of the Manas river which forms the
border with the Indian state of Assam.

8th century. It is revered as one of the holiest Buddhist sites not only
in Bhutan but in the whole of the Himalayan region.

Kyichu Lhakhang temple

Arrival in Bhutan
The unique charm of Bhutan becomes
apparent when flying into the kingdom.
The aircraft descends through the clouds
over spectacular landscape to land at
Paro airport.
Unlike
most
bland,
conventional
international terminals the structure and
design is based on Bhutanese styles with
carved wooden roofs and pillars and
Buddhist-themed murals on the walls.
Tashi Namgay Resort, which was our
main
base
during
our
stay,
is
conveniently
located
opposite
the
airport. Like other buildings in Bhutan
the hotel complex also draws inspiration
from traditional local architecture while
providing all the amenities expected at a
luxury establishment.

Baggage carousel at Paro airport

Thimphu to Punakha
Early the next morning we set off
from Thimphu for Punakha across
Dochula pass (3,100m) which was
testing for our driver, Benjoy,
since sections of the road were
shrouded by a sudden downpour
and heavy mist. When the skies
cleared we were rewarded with a
breathtaking view of the greater
eastern Himalayas including the
highest peak of Bhutan. is a
historic
fortress
built
by
Shabdrung Ngawang Namgyel in
1637 and located at the junction of
Pho Chu and Mo Chu Rivers.

Tiger’s Nest and other attractions
Paro is considered to be on of the most
beautiful of Bhutan’s valleys. We awoke
on the first full day of our visit to the
sound of the fast-flowing river which
runs along the base of the hotel
compound from its source in the
Himalayan mountains. We were met by
our guide, Namgay, and young driver,
Benjoy, who became our trusted
companions throughout our visit.
The first item on our programme was
possibly the most challenging. Our goal
was to climb to Paro Taktsang monastery,
popularly knows as Tiger’s Nest, which
clings precariously to the edge of a steep
cliff. Sadly, I had to give up when we
were less than a quarter of the way up,
having to accept that I was simply not fit
enough to complete the trek. My husband,
who is made of sterner stuff, was
justifiably proud of climbing to the
monastery and enthused about the
spectacular views. The monastery is
believed to be located on a site where
Guru Rinpoche meditated in a cave in the
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A ten-minute drive from central
Paro is Kyichu Lhakhang a
majestic seventh-century temple.
Also in Paro district is Ta Dzong
(National Museum) one of the best
places to learn about Bhutan’s
religion, customs and traditional
arts and crafts. From here a trail
leads to Rinpung Dzong a large
monastery and fortress which
houses the
district Monastic Body as well as
the
Paro
government
administrative office. From Paro
we drove to the capital, Thimphu,
where we checked in at the Peri
Phuntso Hotel popular on the
tourist trail.

Punakha was the capital of Bhutan
till 1955 and still serves as the
winter residence of Je Khenpo, the
Chief of Abbot. We went on a short
excursion to the temple dedicated
to an interesting figure in
Bhutanese
history,
Drukpa
Kunley. He came to be known as
“the Divine Madman of Bhutan”
because of his colourful life and is
reputed to have had a ‘magical
penis.’ This explains why the
temple is associated with fertility.
Childless couples offer prayers to
him and photos are on display in
the temple of those who believed
their prayers were answered.

Great Buddha
Dordenma

Continues on page 4
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I am very pleased to present this feature packed last
quarter issue in front of our ever-growing readership.
This time we received a record number of submissions on
a wide variety of genres and topics such as poetry, story,
interview, book review and more, making this issue a real
bumper issue. In this issue we are publishing some
submissions from new writers. The designing of this issue
became a somewhat difficult task for us taking a little bit
longer than expected to complete.
I am very pleased to say that Confluence is to become even
more widely recognised, as the e-magazine has been
assigned an ISSN (International Standard Serial Number)
now. This number can be used to distinguish Confluence
from any other publication with a similar title. Further, I
would like to reiterate here that we don’t accept any
submissions previously published elsewhere, unless for a
special reason that we have accepted and with due
acknowledgement to the original publication.
A big ‘Thank you’ to all our writers, readers and wellwishers for their contributions, support and appreciation
throughout the year, for the work we are doing. As usual,
we look forward to receiving your submissions for our
February 2020 issue from the middle of next month
onwards. I hope our readers will enjoy reading this issue
and give us their valuable feedback in due course.
For those of us living in Britain, it is very disappointing
that the political uncertainty of Britain leaving Europe is
still continuing as the leaders of the major political parties
have failed to reach an agreement on this issue and the
country is heading for the third general election within the
last four years. Let us welcome the new year with
optimism that it will bring peace and prosperity to
everyone. Happy reading and look forward to hearing from
you all in the new year!
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CELEBRATING THE MAHATMA
By Innamburan
“Nonviolence is the first article of my faith. It is also the last article of my creed.”
-Young India, 23 March 1922
JBS Haldane FRS, the Indianised British
scientist, went on a fast to protest media
intrusion. A student, I queried his grasp of
Gandhian creeds. He responded with
disarming
Gandhian
candour
and
humility. Such was the Mahatma Gandhi’s
(Bapu) overarching influence over men
and matters for all times to come.
A tantalising study in contrast, Bapu was
ecumenism incarnate. A devout practising
Hindu, he integrated the Islamic Rahim
into his daily prayer. A cup of
coffee to a boy in the sick bay,
an eccentric letter to Adolf
Hitler, outright rejection of
the
Viceroy’s
proposal,
teaching slum-children and
such diverse tasks were
carried out with the same
diligence, as to manner born
Three episodes from his Life
as lived, are presented here,
as Salutations to Mahatma,
the Great Soul.

chastised by the King, no less and was to
lose his job. But, London caved in and he
retained it.
On 16 January 1914 Gandhi and Smuts met
and negotiated a deal, ending the tax and
allowing polygamous marriages. Smuts
accepted the gift a pair of sandals crafted
by himself. By July Gandhi had left South
Africa, in triumph.

1913 SOUTH AFRICA
This Pied Piper of Tolstoy
Farm led his ragtag army of
16 men, growing to 57
children, 127 women and
2047 men and later to 5000
en route to Transvaal on
September 13,1913, thereby
breaking the law, defying the
gun-toting police and white
racists and befuddling the
authorities
to
no
end.
Arrests/discharge/repeat
arrests/ trials/imprisonment
of the peaceful agitators
became a standing joke. A
similar march on October 15,
2013 of women from Phoenix
settlement to New Castle
mines for instigating the miners’ strike,
was met with violence. As Martin Plaut
put it in its Centenary Year, this was The
March that made Gandhi the Mahatma
(New Statesman: March 9, 2013). This
learning curve encouraged him to launch
his awesome New Year Day Strike, 1914.
50,000 miners struck work. Thousands
were jailed. More were shipped back to
slog in the mines. The army shot down
many
agitators.
“Strikers
were
bludgeoned, beaten and intimidated;
some died.” The world protested. Lord
Hardinge, Viceroy of India, described the
1913-14 Satyagraha,’… the South African
Indian community had violated the law
“with full knowledge of the penalties
involved, and ready with all courage and
patience to endure those penalties.”
adding, “In all this they have the
sympathy of India – deep and burning –
and not only of India, but of all those who
like myself, without being Indians
themselves, have feelings of sympathy for
the people of this country.”. He was
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1917 CHAMPARAN
“…The country, thus, had its first direct
object-lesson in Civil Disobedience..”
Mahatma Gandhi: My Experiments with
Truth
Bapu was drawn to trouble-spots like
moth to the flame only to extinguish it. He
went to remote Champaran, responding to
one Shukla, with some lawyers in tow, on
April 10, 1917, to fight the exploitation of
the poor farmers by the Indigo Barons.
Within five days, he was ordered to leave
Motihari (now appropriately Bapudham).
He declined. Apprehending his arrest,
people mobbed police stations and courts.
Accosted by these unusual protests, the
government let Bapu go; It is, then, that
Mr. Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi
became the father-figure, Bapu. Bapu
ensured smooth, cascading succession of
command in case leaders were jailed. The
protests and hunger strikes ultimately

ended with the abolishing of the
cultivation of Indigo. It is of historical
interest that Nil Vidroha, the forerunner
Indigo Revolution of 1856, was also
pacific and Gandhian (R.C.Majumdar
“History of Bengal”.
1919 INDIA
April 8, 1919 marks the advent of
Satyagraha Mark II all over India. Ever
the Organisation man, Bapu toured the
country,
publicly
announced
the
date,
formed
local
steering
committees, extracted a
pledge of strict adherence
to the Satyagraha tenets
from the vast multitude.
The committees brazenly
sold banned patriotic books
and provocative posters
signed by him. Meditation,
chant of patriotic songs,
penance and celebrations
heralded the Day in Madras
(now
Chennai)
at
Desabhaktan
(Patriot)
office. A long procession of
labourers from distant
Pattalam wended their way
to this place, singing
prohibited
songs
with
gusto.
Restless
the
previous day, they were
becalmed by Thiru.Vi.Ka,
(Mr.V.Kalyanasundaram)
popularly known as Tamil
Gandhi and a member of
the steering committee. All
of
them
repaired
to
Guhananda Nilayam, a
religious centre. Mahakavi
Subramania Bharathiyar,
the renowned Tamil poet
joined them and sang a
soul-stirring song on the deity Muruga,
moving everyone to tears. The huge crowd
walked to the waterfront, it is said, like a
swaying elephant. Defying threats of
harsh penalties, shopkeepers quenched
the thirst of the protestors by distributing
gallons of sweetened water. The
procession sat itself down at the Tilak
Maidan. Tamil Gandhi Thiru Vi.Ka
addressed them with fervour. Everyone
thought he would be arrested. No. The
colonial government was circumspect. I
have given a thumbnail sketch of the
Madras event. Similar protests were
carried out all over India with equal gusto
and success.
Bapu, forever, dwells in the hearts of a
tiny Jharkhand community, Tana Bhagat.
To them, he is God. They scrupulously
practice Satyagraha and Ahimsa and pray
to the Tricolour embedded with Charkha,
the spinning wheel. Let us join them in
Celebrating the Mahatma.
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Thimphu sightseeing
The programme on our return to Thimphu
included a visit to the Institute of Traditional
Medicines where one can learn about the
indigenous raw materials used for preparing
a range of health products. We went on to the
Folk and Heritage Museum, which displays
traditional implements used by Bhutanese
farmers. Nearby is the Painting School which
specialises
in
traditional
paintings,
sculptures and wood carvings.
In the late evening we visited the , a giant
statue of the Buddha sited on top of a hill
overlooking Thimphu. Almost 52 metres high
(168 feet) it is one of the world’s largest and
tallest statues of the Buddha.
Other places of interest are a workshop
where handmade paper is produced and the
National Handicraft Emporium, which as its
name suggests, is a treasure trove of products
made in Bhutan.
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FOR THE 150TH A NEW SPIN
Being Gandhi
Reviewed by Anjana Basu
Paro Anand’s Being Gandhi is a fresh take on what Mahatma Gandhi
means to children. She begins from a premise which many would
agree with - that the Father of the Nation has more or less become a
blind spot, someone to be cited when children are preached to or
brought up just before 2nd October, Gandhi’s birthday. The story
begins in class with a boy called Chandrasekhar whose attention
wanders and who finds his teacher boring. Unfortunately, his teacher
is sharp as well as strict and she catches him out and reminds him
that he has a project on Gandhi to complete within a given deadline.
Chandrasekhar quickly comes up with a relevant excuse which buys
him more time, but nonetheless realises that he cannot duck out of
the project.

INR 250
Publisher:
Harper
Collins

Choice of food
Our travel agency did a commendable job in
introducing us to a range of grand westernstyle hotels, more modest traditional cafes
and restaurants and even a private home
serving local food. Traditional fare consists of
traditional bean and cheese soup, pork or
beef with a variety of vegetable dishes cooked
with local herbs. The food is healthy though
may not suit everyone’s tastes.

Departure from Bhutan
As noted earlier the King is vigilant about
protecting the traditions and heritage of the
country from the damage that can be caused
by mass commercial tourism. Tourists are
required to spend a minimum of US$ 200 per
person while in the kingdom. This policy has
drawn criticism from some for discriminating
against students and the less well off. The
justification is that this requirement prevents
the kingdom from suffering the damage
caused by mass tourism in countries like
Thailand.
The weather, once again, became a factor as
we prepared to leave Bhutan. We spent an
anxious night in Paro as clouds engulfed the
mountains and heavy rain continued
throughout the night. To our consternation
the receptionist at the hotel informed us
nonchalantly that flights were often cancelled
because of bad weather. In the event the gods
smiled on us, the rain stopped and we were
able to fly out as scheduled. In less than an
hour we were back in the Nepalese capital,
Kathmandu, and our visit to Bhutan felt like a
dream. It is no surprise that a survey in the
Lonely Planet places Bhutan on top of the list
of countries to visit in the world - it is truly a
magical kingdom, one just worries how long
its mysterious charm will endure if it is
overrun by limitless hordes of tourists.
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Thereupon, like most children he has no idea how to start.
Coincidentally though the adults around him start bringing Gandhi
up at the oddest points in life – like when he lets his mother eat the
last millefeuille pastry and she tells him that his selflessness is very
Gandhian. However, connecting millefeuilles and Gandhi are not
quite the kind of example that a school project demands, nor is
helping an old lady cross the road the perfect example of what being
Gandhian really means. Chandrasekhar finds himself caught in a
morass of improbability. But then, circumstances get in the way.
Chandrasekhar and his family are faced by a situation where a
certain community that lives in Delhi is being targeted in an act of
destructive vengeance. There is blood on the streets and
Chandrasekhar can see that his neighbours are threatened and so are
the children he went to school with. Little boys are being disguised
as girls to save them from bloodthirsty mobs. What, he asks himself,
would Gandhi have done under the circumstances? How can a
schoolboy bring the true meaning of what it means to be Gandhi to
life? Do children have the power to raise his spirit and make a
difference?
Anand takes a situation in recent history that all of India is familiar
with and parallels it with the problems of Partition and Gandhi’s
interventions. One merges into the other and the result is a different
approach to two historical situations that by now have been almost
taken for granted by schoolchildren. Add to that a touch of Greta
Thunberg’s mode of protest and we are told that it is possible to
bring Gandhi back to life in a different kind of way, to appreciate
what the Mahatma stood for and embody it in a time far removed
from that of Independence and so give his message a new relevance.
Children will relate to Chandrasekhar’s issues with the project and
Gandhi in particular. The only possible confusion may come from the
fact that the origin of Chandrasekhar’s name is unclear. Is he named
after the revolutionary Chandrasekhar Azad or after the Prime
Minister? The name itself belongs to Shiva but the heroism attached
to it implies Chandrasekhar Azad. However, that is a minor point in a
book that manages to refresh Gandhian philosophy in a brave new
world way.
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Short Story

Take It All
By Subhash Chandra
There was only one option left and she
decided to take it. What about the five-year
old Sheoli, Deepan's youngest daughter? The
child was fond of Kalpana. Back from school,
she would rush to her and narrate what all
she and her friends did in the class, as nobody
in the family had time for her.
Well, collateral damage. Her survival was at
stake. It was them or her. She’d be ruthless, if
needed.
Alarm bells had started ringing in her mind,
ever since she overheard the words ‘big fish
… eliminate … no danger … in Deepan’s
conversation on the mobile.

One evening, Manik said, “If I am no more,
promise you would not be exploited … would
never be scared of the world … would take
challenges on the chin, and face life if it gets
tough.”
“But you’re perfectly healthy. Yoga, regular
walks and abstemious eating have kept you fit
and all your pathological reports normal. I’m
sure I would pop off before you,” she said.
“Everything about my system is skewed: high
cholesterol, elevated creatinine level and a
sluggish liver.”
“I’m worried about you,” Manik said.
“Why?”

Was she being paranoid? But she had seen
fishy-looking men visiting Deepan and
leaving furtively
Also she had noticed the mean and hungry
look in Deepan’s eyes soon after they arrived.
A sprawling 9-bedroom bungalow with
manicured garden and swimming pool in the
posh Maharani Bagh, a farmhouse, crores in
banks and shares in premium companies
could tempt anyone.

“You’re so vulnerable. You don’t socialise or
go out much on your own and it is me who
takes care of everything.”
“What has come over you, Manik? Why’re you
talking crap?”
“Please promise, for my sake.”
“Okay, done.”

Neither Manik nor she had any siblings. So,
she thought of Manik’s distant cousin, Deepan
in Surat and invited him with family to live
with her -- a decision she bitterly rued soon
enough. Her life turned into a daily
nightmare.
She had betrayed the promise made to Manik.
Their son, about nineteen, imagined himself
Elvis Presley and belted out rock numbers to
the accompaniment of electric guitar at full
blast. The girl, two years younger, was worse.
She’d often host rave parties, a mix of boys
and girls, who spread all over. Kalpana
suspected they did drugs and more. A couple
of times, she stumbled on to a smoochingnecking duo and beat a hasty retreat.
She talked to Deepan about the son. His
response shocked her out of her wits.
Bristling with anger he hissed, “Who the hell
are you to object? This house and all other
properties and crores in the banks are ours.
You seduced Manik into marriage for wealth.”
“What!”
“All this will be ours.”

#
“What do you mean?”
Their marriage had brought them joy. Their
post –dinner light chats were warm and
loving.

He only glared.
The girl’s mother was no better.

Once Manik said, “You know I’ve two passions
in life.”

“How dare you slander our daughter?” she
shouted.

Kalpana, looked at him.
“But how can you allow her to …”
“Making lots of money and keeping you
happy.”

“Shut up. Not a word more!” she warned.
Kalpana resolved not to break her promise to
Manik again. She met Saket, one of her
admirers at college, now the head of a Lab and
told him everything.

“In that order?”
“Yes.”
She pouted in protest.

He thought long and hard.
He had built his family diamond business
from the scratch.

She said, “Remember your words in the
canteen?”

“As a child I saw my father being punched in
the stomach by a muscleman of a loan shark.
Father had incurred huge losses in a deal. He
could not live with the humiliation and
hanged himself.”

“Yes.”
“’I don’t want the stars from the sky.’”
“But it is dangerous, Kalpana.”

Kalpana drew his head to her bosom.

#

Manik brought back exotic decorative pieces,
or antiques from wherever he went for
business. He also took her out for holidays
periodically as she loved visiting old forts and
palaces.

Did Manik have a premonition? The idyllic life
came to an abrupt, tragic end. He liked
driving and loved speed. They were on their
way back home from Jaipur after a four-day
fun-filled holiday. The BMW was flying at
midnight on National Highway 8. Suddenly,
they noticed two wobbling headlights.

“You must have been a queen in your last
birth,” he said.
#
Another time they were reminiscing.
“Our group at college had handsomer and
wealthier guys who paid you lavish
compliments. I always hung on the fringes
and hardly opened my mouth, because I was
awed by your beauty. Why did you choose
me?”
“They were all fakes.”
“How could you tell I was not?”
“A woman always can. Instincts, my dear
Watson,” she smiled.
#
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“Careful, Manik. The driver seems drunk.”
“Don’t worry. I will manage.”
He could not.
Manik died on the spot, but Kalpana,
miraculously escaped with only a fracture in
the right arm.

“Trust me I will never let the heat get to you.”
#
Once in a while, Kalpana would give the cook
an off to prepare curries to her taste. She had
almost finished cooking dinner and reached
into her pocket for the cyanide vial, when
suddenly as if from nowhere Sheoli came
gambolling into the kitchen.
“Aunty, you know tomorrow is my birthday?
Will you give me a gift?” she asked, looking
up at her.
Kalpana gazed at Sheoli’s uplifted face and
smiling eyes. Thoughts tripped on each
other’s heels in a flash. Okay, let them take it
all. Let destiny take over.

Kalpana was in a daze for days and the trauma
seemed to last forever. An eerie silence sighed “Yes, sweetie.”
in the house. She’d wander distractedly or sit
Then she spoke to herself softly, “Sorry
in the garden, blankly staring into space for
Manik.”
hours. She lost appetite and in a few months
turned into her own shadow.
“Kalpana, you need company. Go out, meet
people, or get people to be with you at home,”
the family physician advised.
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An ambulance deposited me to the nearest hospital.
Yet, I had not given up on my plans to travel 2 days later. I had half
packed my suitcase, had booked a taxi.
Everything was
meticulously planned; everything was under control…perhaps
except my fever. My presumptuous self refused to even consider
cancelling the trip.
God of planning, if there is one, must have sent a ‘lol’ in HIS
WhatsApp group at my foolhardiness.

It was the last day of my dreamy Spain holidays. Everything was
magical around me. Streets of Madrid were full, overflowing with
excited tourists, shopping, eating, and clicking their way.
Sitting near the window of one of the many cafes with my preferred
black coffee, I was trying to soak in the last bit, for the later
retrieval, not paying attention to the mild, nagging headache that
had started the night before, determined to not to let it spoil my
much deserved holiday. That was part of my plan. However, it had
other plans.
Later while walking around, I could feel the thumping in my head
had grown louder and fiercer, and my forehead was starting to feel
warm. By the time, I got back to the hotel; I was in the grip of a fullblown fever episode. And this is how I took my long hopping flight
back to Hong Kong, sure that fatigue had brought over the fever and
this would go away in time to my next journey which I was
supposed to take three days later. Plans, Plans…
By the next day, my fever had climbed to 40, slowly rising one step
at a time. My body had its own way to handle that high temperature
and promptly covered itself in furious, red rashes, covering every
place that was visible or available. My mouth took it hard on itself
to revolt against everything. It angrily erupted into open ulcers. I
was a hot mess in the literal sense of the word.

In the middle of the night, when I tried sipping water, I realised I
couldn’t open my mouth fully. I forced a sip in the half opened
mouth. Suddenly a sharp shooting pain pierced my whole being and
tears started streaming down my face. I was suffering, I was in
pain.
Never had I paid any attention to my ability to be able to just
effortlessly swallow water as much as I wanted. As everyone else,
I had taken it for granted. Not just that, I had taken almost
everything in granted.
Lying in my hospital bed in that state, feeling helpless and
vulnerable, I couldn’t help but think how entitled we think we were.
How much we took everything in life for granted. How much we
complained and whined and sulked for things we didn’t have or
didn’t get. Were we even promised anything in the first place?
Don’t get me wrong. I had not been living under a rock to not to
know about these things, yet it was all-intellectual. The process of
knowing-understanding-applying had halted at the first step of just
knowing. Now I was being given lessons in understanding and
applying.
A simple fever had brought me down to my knees, disrupted my
plans, and crushed my ego. That I was in control was just an
illusion!
Yet, I was grateful to be just alive!

Rashmi Sahi lives and teaches in Hong Kong.

Mona Dash’s A Roll of Dice: a story of loss,
love and genetics (Linen Press, UK)
Reviewed by Leena Appicatlaa
It is so easy to be a mother!
It happens naturally, without any efforts.
Sometimes desirable, sometimes, untimely,
but isn't it such a natural thing to happen?
Especially in India, the outcome of a happy
marriage is always a baby.
Or isn't it?
Mona Dash, a professional, who had her feet
firmly entrenched in the corporate world,
with her Engineering and MBA degree had
thought so too. However, genetics had designed it differently for her
and her husband. Her genes had written a script of pain and horror,
unravelling it to them, bit by bit. The genes had left clues in her
family – baby boys dying from an undiagnosed illness. But the rarity
of the condition and development of medicine in India, meant that
the clues hadbt been interpreted yet.
Even after the interpretation, for Mona, it wasn’t enough. She
wanted to fight it and write her own story.
So she takes the reader with her; we travel with her as she moves
from her corporate world to the world of doctors and hospitals and
medical terms, spanning countries and continents. We cry with her
as medical science hurls words which only seem to mean death and
disease. As she gears up for her fight, we start believing with her,
hoping against hope that somewhere the genes have lost the battle,
and the dice will roll the right way this time.
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Her destiny is the reader’s destiny. I found myself grappling with
conflicting emotions, sometimes feeling utter helplessness and at
other times, an irrational optimism. I found myself rooting for her,
as she she takes us on a ride like the Dubai desert safari ! One
doesn't know what’s coming next, as we go along with her,
everything written in such a heartfelt and easy manner. Sometimes,
the serene spirituality of India overwhelms the mind while
sometimes the medical reports numbs the senses.
All along there is a sense of humour, almost a tongue in cheek
attitude at fate throwing one googly after the other. But she is never
clean bowled… she is always up and about, and weaves her magic
into her words, until at the end, we breathe in relief.
Readers, don’t miss this book... you will love it, you will read it
again and again. When your spirits are down, you will learn to
believe... there is hope, there is love and there is grace, it is all
possible with tremendous will power.
Read it and
you
will
never take
your
children for
granted
again.

(www. monadash.net)
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Through the Poetic Lens
Yogesh Patel
Three Poets, Three Different Experiences of Displacement

‘I thought the smell of smoke

Ask the illustrious professor Ann Curzon of the University of Michigan,
who is a member of the Usage Panel of The American Heritage
Dictionary of the English Language since 2005, and she will tell you
English is not cast in some firm grammar rules, as some would make
you believe. Yes, there is a core flow that guides it, but not as the rigid
tormentor. The language evolves as per the usage and a social context.
Besides, under different backgrounds, it conjures up its unique lingo.
Every year the council amends rules because the usage, grammar, and
styles change. I have enjoyed visiting her grammar boot camp lectures
frequently. Writers and poets often test the language pushing its
boundaries as Daljit Nagra has recently done. They capture the
unconventional language to great effect that will fail the grammar tests.
A poem in Sarah Wardle’s latest collection proves that.

was just me going off my head’

mother sisters brothers on fire burn
in my eye now, no english, i learn
third language, trying forget, make friend
me Syrian, here Britain woman

The collection plays with these fires creating a world of surreal
experiences, including many without fire’s presence. However, the
underlying message chalked in the title-poem has its omnipresence in
other poems too. Sastry is also not stuck in one stage of that fire to
create a lament. Through three sections in the book - each title of the
section taken from a poem therein - poet moves towards remedy and
compromises offering us variations on the established theme of fire, in
the end, to lift himself out of the pessimism. Therefore, if you have ‘A
man’s house catches fire’, you have a next stage of the play in a poem
entitled ‘A man learns to live with fire’, only to end up in the final
section with ‘Man and fire move house’. It is clear in this last poem that
they don’t move a house together in a new space, but separately. The
enigma is in different outcomes for both of them.
Tom’s previous pamphlet was a Poetry School Book of the Year and a
Poetry Book Society Choice. He takes his narrative poems further in this
collection.
Moving on to another battle zone that is Hong Kong - recently much in
news – I am drawn to Jason Eng Hun Lee’s latest collection. Jason
teaches at Hong Kong Baptise University.

lots freedom but I wanting return
where husband war, mother die, i born,

Absorbing the personal and
parental experiences of
displacements from Malaysia to
the UK to Hong Kong, he takes us
through the inner and cultural
conflicts unique to migrants. If it
is not Amina mentioned above, it
is the world of ‘Abdul, Rashid,
Lim, de Souza’, and his
grandparents. In the poem ‘Out of
China’, we are reminded that
papers that carry our name are
unreliable as our identity. The sea
of changes in our lives decides our
destined identity.

Winner of the Poetry Review’s
new poet of the year award in
1999, Sarah Wardle’s poems, as
the title of her book suggests, are
wanderings into ‘Spiritlands’
While the first poem, Song of
World, reminds me of the axiom
of वसुधैव कुटुम्बकम ् - "the world is
one family” – from Maha
Upanishad, it is the poem
Amina’s Truth quoted above that
sings to my heart with its lyricism
written in broken sentences and
words. Sarah knows a lot about
broken worlds, as she has gone
through psychiatric treatments
and written about it openly in her
previous collection hailed by
critics. A theme of war expressed
in Song of World is also juxtaposed with the sketches of her
grandfather’s injuries in the First World War and mother losing herself
wandering off wild in the war-torn London. Sarah is not delving into
ambiguities; rather she unravels them wrapped up in hope and life’s
‘spirit land’ as reflected in the last line of her poem, On Woodlands:
‘but woods are more than sums of trees.’
Who would argue with that?
Tom Sastry brings us to
another war, and as in Sarah
Wardle’s case, the poems depict
mental wars, but Sastry reinvents
them as narratives. Each poem is
almost a modern myth. Cryptic
at times, these poems are not
always metaphorically
ambiguous. As a reader, you are
firmly placed at a fireplace by the
poet. Like an enchanting ancient
storyteller, you are taken to a
magical world of new urban
myths: often extra-dimensional,
unexpected and surreal.
A mental fire in ‘A man’s house
catches fire’ is not a physical fire
but it is metaphysically real for
the narrator:
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Amid sails that toss and fly like torn paper
I too will cross these unknown straits
and be cast into the sea’s rough cradle,
The title ‘Beds in the East’ comes from Shakespeare:
‘The beds i’ the east are soft, and thanks to you
That called me timelier than my purpose hither:
For I have gain’d by ‘t. (Anthony and Cleopatra)
Poems in this collection are ambitious as exemplified in the set of seven
poems under the heading, ‘Crossing’, which makes history relevant to
us. The years are from B.C. 20000 to A.D. 1644. One thing is certain;
walls are always with us.
Walls, where the fissure
of history opens its gap
to garrison my present thinking.
A recipient of many awards and widely published internationally,
including the Freedom of the City of London, Yogesh Patel was
Poet-of-Honor recently in NY. An editor of Skylark 1969-2001, he
currently runs Word Masala Foundation and Skylark
Publications UK to promote the diaspora poets. His work has
appeared in PN Review, The London Magazine, Orbis, The Book
Review, Shearsman, Under the Radar, Understanding and many
other journals and newspapers.
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Poetry
A HINDOO POEM
By Cyril Dabydeen
This poem is published to accord with India's celebration of the 150th birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi.
“,,,only hints and guesses,

In the jungle, or somewhere else

hints followed by guesses.”

In Asia as nothing’s forbidden.

-- T.S. Eliot, Little Gidding
~~
It’s a testimony, nothing less,

A malingering life I consider best,

Memory only, the sheer sense of it--

What’s concocted as I read with

Bearing witness across continents,

A stiff upper lip until night-time again

War-torn, observing from the trenches.

And still dwelling on the Raj

A soldier’s unmarked grave, if you will,

And the East India Co., not only

As I make much ado about history with

On Emperor Akbar’s Sufi poetry

A cigar in hand, or meeting Gandhi
On the salt march to Dandi Beach.

--memory dredged up in
My jaundiced eye’s view of history
Making believers of us all, but

Imperial time, you see, compelling me

Deny the likes of Hindoo Stuart,

To keep doing its bidding, every whim

Or stories without substance about

And jot of it, if in Kipling’s style only,

Ahimsa and satyagraha

Being long in the Orient with heavier

--in the Mahatma’s way.

Burdens to bear, believe me-the white man’s only.

~~
More I’ve forced myself to come to grips

~~

With considering Alexander the Great,

Territory I’ve long been interested in--

Or aiming to be an avatar of sorts--

Asia and Africa at the limits with tribes

Shiva, Durga and Kali, deities all

Unknown and landmarks or insignia,

when I hear cow-bells ringing--

Treaties I’ve always considered since

A cigar still at my lips, or pouring

Grammar-school days and altar boys

Scotch down my throat, this Churchill

Singing hymns at Westminster, or

In me looking up at the stars with

Being once more at Whitehall.

Auspicious time to come, what I

Pukka time, see; and Lord Macaulay’s

Will never recover from hearing

Minute on Education being best

Guns firing, cannons and war tanks--

In Bangalore or elsewhere in India.

At whose behest? Planes zooming in,

But it’s meeting the Viceroy in Simla,

The Luftwaffe, or a submarine quest,

Lord Curzon, and Lord Mountbatten,

Then a torpedo and the Japanese kamikaze

Nothing preordained, I tell you.

Pilot’s attack at Pearl Harbour!

~~
Queen Victoria I will think about

~~

Going down through the years:

The atomic bomb going off, but not

Tudor time with Queen Elizabeth,

Before Oppenheimer invoked sacred

Or being in Lucknow, then Calcutta--

Words from the Bhagavada Gita about

Empire never being lost upon us

The Brahman’s cosmic way as I dwell

With Governor-General Hastings,

Upon it looking up at the stars thinking

But not General Dyer in Amritsar--

Of Belsen, Auschwitz, and Dachau; and

with massacre on his mind
As some damned fool conspired to talk
About making much ado of recorded time.

Wars going on because of a testament
Of wills I let you know more about
--you only, no-one else.

Riding high in a palanquin with
A maharajah or nawab astride as
I aimed to be a mahout of sorts shouting

An original draft of this poem first appeared in an
India-and Canada-based literary magazine about two
years ago.

When a Bengal tiger’s spotted
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Reginald Massey's Book Page
Subodh Mathur, a Washington based economist and academic, is the creator of
www.indiaofthepast.org which records the first hand experiences of people who lived before
the partition of the Punjab and Bengal in 1947. The website has become widely popular since
it largely avoids politics and politicians and concentrates on personal memories and true
stories. A book based on the website is titled Pre-Independence India: Memories. It is edited
by Subodh Mathur and Sfoorti Mathur (ISBN 9781096941163: printed by Amazon Great
Britain. Price: GBP 10.25p) and has a collection of 31 contributions by different authors. I
must declare my interest since one of my pieces is included in the book.
What makes this book particularly interesting is that it presents recent history by a cross
section of people who lived through troubled times which changed the lives of millions
throughout the entire subcontinent. In fact the towering figures of the British administration,
the leaders of the Indian National Congress and the Muslim League did not comprehend the
magnitude of the changes that they had engineered. This was because the three groups were
in a hurry. The British, then bankrupt because of World War Two, realised that they could
not hold on to India any longer and so wanted to get out as soon as possible. The leaders of
the Congress Party had spent years in jail and wanted independence before they were too
old to wield power, and Jinnah who headed the Muslim League knew that he was dying. He
was well aware that if he did not get Pakistan no other Muslim leader could. And so he
accepted what he called "a moth eaten Pakistan".
No one foresaw the consequences of partition. With the breakdown of law and order there
were countless massacres and rapes on both sides of the India-Pakistan border. Since trains
carrying refugees were attacked vast populations had to trek long distances in search of
safety. About 14 million were uprooted; it was perhaps the largest forced migration in human
history.
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The Ground I Stand On
Vasantha Suryanarayan
The ground I stand on
is just the earth, a middling planet
susceptible to quakes
pummelled by meteors of varying size
and shape
all unavoidable and hardly, if at all,
predictable.
Yet here I am –
still standing.
I haven’t fallen, yet.
Now,
given certain calculations of causal
connections,
well-reasoned arguments put forward by
this mind
that has held my brief and been my
advocate,
and is now wigged and cloaked in
Science, and qualified
to pronounce a stern judgement
after duly weighing the evidence
on which I stand my ground,

It is this scenario that is the background of this book. However, there is no account that
concerns the partition itself and neither is there bitterness or blame in any of the narratives.
They are on the whole warm, understanding and often sympathetic. The Introduction says:
"This is a collection of true stories related to the lives of people before India became
independent in 1947. In a few stories the narrative continues beyond India's independence...
Some of the memories are about national events, some are personal remembrances, and
some are mini biographies... We hope older readers will find the book nostalgic, while
younger ones will enjoy the personalized narrative of history." The authors are Indians from
different parts of India, a few Britishers and one Pakistani. There are many illustrations.
For generations people of different religions had lived together in the Punjab and then they
were torn asunder by politicians sitting in Delhi. The people of the Punjab were never
consulted and what is significant are the following facts: amongst the chief Indian leaders
who debated and decided on the partition of the Punjab there was not a single Punjabi.
Gandhi was a Gujarati Hindu as was Sardar Patel, Jinnah was a Gujarati Shia Muslim, Nehru
was a Kashmiri Brahmin and Maulana Azad was born in Mecca though his father was an
Indian Muslim of Afghan origin and his mother was the daughter of an Arab sheikh.
Furthermore, the border was demarcated by Cyril Radcliffe, a British lawyer who had never
set foot in India before. There were serious errors in the boundary line that he had decided
upon and his award was actually announced after Pakistan came into being. Many Hindus
and Sikhs who lived in Lahore, the capital of the Punjab, were sure that the city would be
given to India. However, two days after Indian independence they were shocked to learn that
the city had been given to Pakistan. In other words, they found themselves on the wrong side
of the border. Likewise, Muslims living in Ferozepur were surprised when they learnt that
they were in India rather than in Pakistan.
Balraj Khanna is a prize winning Indian novelist and painter who lives in London. His novel
Line of Blood concerns the shambles and traumas of partition when Muslims had to flee to
Pakistan and Hindus and Sikhs had to flee to India. He was born in Jhang, now in Pakistan, a
thriving town by the river Chenab in which the famous lovers Heer and Ranjha are buried.
Because of partition his family had to relocate to India. His novel is set in 1947 and has been
compared to Tolstoy's War and Peace. Next year his autobiography Born in India, Made in
England will be published and he will undoubtedly be describing partition and how it
impacted on him and his family. I look forward to reading it.
Meanwhile the tragedy is that even after seven decades the results of partition still plague
both India and Pakistan. They have waged wars, thousands have died, and both countries
spend vast sums on their armed forces when they should be spending that money on
education, on health services and on reducing the dire poverty of their people.
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through this tremor
that’s not quite measurable on the
Richter scale,
this wondering dismay
that makes me cling and dig my heels
into this too-yielding mother, who is
really
not as reliable as I would like,
what my eyes keep seeking
is the irrefutable vindication of logic,
in the blinding magic
of one more glimpse
of sky

Vasantha Surya is a well known poet,
translator, journalist and children’s
writer. She has been observing the
dynamics of social, cultural and linguistic
changes in today’s India, and specifically
in Tamil Nadu over the past four decades.
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Shaam-e-Ghazal
The Anatomy of an Indian Musical Evening
Girija Shettar
It is usually unspoken. But that night, at a
concert of Indian ghazals, lyric love poems
sung beautifully by the London-based
classical singer, Uttara Sukanya Joshi, the
origin of Indian music was explained.
Shiv Kant Sharma, former editor of the BBC
World Service Hindi section, was one of the
evening’s
distinguished
speakers.
He
explained that Indian musical arts remain
closely tied to the mystical tradition from
which they sprang. This tradition holds that
the whole of existence issued from a
primordial Sound, Nāda, which came forth
from the Divine Omnipresent Reality,
Brahman. This sound is known as Nāda
Brahman and Indian music attempts to
recapture and express that inceptive impetus
of Divine creation.
Classical music in India is so closely moored to its spiritual origins
that a statue of Lord Shiva in his magnificent form of Nataraja, the
King of the Dance, the Nāda Brahman personified, is usually placed
at the side of the stage, and before they begin to play or sing or
dance, Indian classical performers will pay obeisance to Him, seek
His blessings in their humble quest to realise that eternal original
sound and lead themselves and anyone who hears them back to that
highest bliss.
This ritual was dispensed with at the Shaam-e-Ghazal, ‘Evening of
ghazals’ concert on the 26 October, hosted by The Bhavan, London’s

famous Indian arts centre, but the evening’s performance
nevertheless, maintained the depth and dignity associated with its
reverential past.
The lovely young singer, Uttara, upheld this dignity. Resplendent in
a cream and ivory kameez sharara, highlighted with delicate gold
threads, a glittering festoon necklace rested upon her collar bone. A
brocade dupatta, embroidered with a grid of gold zari work sat
around her shoulders, resembling a queenly open ruff.
Serious and soulful, she sat almost motionless while singing with
power and passion, gesturing only occasionally with a single
outstretched hand. In between songs some heartfelt words were
spoken. Uttara’s teacher, the eminent composer and director, Pandit
Vishwa Prakash, was the evening’s harmonium player. Clearly
inspired by the music he once or twice stopped the performance to
express his love to the audience and his hope for their happiness
and enjoyment.
He and Lalit Mohan Joshi, Uttara’s father, founder of the South
Asian Cinema Foundation, veteran BBC World Service journalist and
the event’s organiser, both spoke highly of Uttara’s
accomplishments to the audience.
Uttara accepted these compliments with exquisite unflappable
grace – a light fingertip touch to the slightly bowed forehead,
followed by a gentle tap upon her heart. Known as the Salaam, in
This article with a full voice-over can be found on Girija's website
dedicated to Indian culture, philosophy and
spirituality: https://scientificethicalrevolution.wordpress.com/
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Urdu, these gestures are a sign of respect –
acknowledgment of the person before you. The
touching of the heart stems from Uttara’s roots
in the world of classical dance, where it is a sign
of gratitude, a way of saying that one’s
gratitude is sincere.
And so to the music itself. Ghazals. Ghazals are
lyric poems about love and longing. They are a
poetic form native to present-day Iran, but the
ghazal is an integral part of the north Indian,
so-called Hindustani, repertoire. This native
tradition enriched the ghazal “with the
adornment and beauty of an Indian bride”, said
fellow special guest speaker, the veteran
broadcaster Yavar Abbas.
The emotional connection India has with these
love songs, these melancholic melodies
brimming with rarefied longing, runs through
her as deep and broad as once ran the magnificent Saraswati river,
which nourished India’s vast and ancient beginnings of civilisation.
Classical music audiences in India are no stranger to poetry that
deeply moves and uplifts the spirit. Whether that poetry is spoken
or set to music, it is common to hear people in the audience gently
utter deeply felt emotions during a performance.
Those who attended the Shaam-e-Ghazal’s bouquet of poems will
also have heard the occasional murmur of ’wah!’ or simply heartfelt sighs.

More than a century of poetic genius was rendered in the
performance, including the poems of Ghalib (1797-1869), Rajesh
Reddy (b.1952), 1940s film actress Meena Kumari (1933-1972),
Firaq (1896-1982) and Gulzar (b.1936). In total, the work of nine
poets was featured.
A most touching part of the performance was the sārāngīaccompanied reflections on the poems and their writers, read by
Lalit Mohan Joshi between set pieces. Played by master player Ustad
Surjeet Singh, I have to say I believe it to be true what they say
about the sārāngī: that of all instruments it comes closest to
resembling the human voice. Surely, if the heart in love and full of
longing had a voice, it would sound like the strings of the sārāngī,
especially as it was played that evening by maestro Surjeet Singh.
And last but not least mention must be made of the tabla player –
the musician who most closely represents Lord Shiva, after all, with
His damaru drum, eternally pulsating the universe into and out of
existence.
Tabla was played by the extraordinarily accomplished Mitel
Purohit, who produces complex musical signatures with apparently
minimal effort of his hands. Frequently invited to perform with the
glitterati of Indian classical and western pop, his drumming has
accompanied the likes of Jagjit Singh, ‘king of the ghazals’, and Paul
McCartney of The Beatles.
And so that was the evening. Bliss and dignity from first to last –
and in true Indian style, the evening was rounded off with a hearty
and delicious meal

Girija Shettar is a freelance writer based in London.
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Column
Mumbai Expressions
by Anju Makhija
official residence in Raj Bhavan. He
noticed unevenness behind a brick wall
within the stone archway. When the wall
was broken, tunnels and tiny rooms that
once served as wartime bunkers emerged!
These have been restored and developed
into a museum. This new venture will
orient visitors to Mumbai’s maritime
military history, the threat of sea attack,
Raj
Bhavan’s
history
and
how
Maharashtra
developed
its
coastal
defences.

With climatic conditions completely
bizarre here, the focus on environment
has increased tremendously. According to
a recent Bombay Muncipal Corporation
report, the air one breathes is totally
unsafe. Nitrogen dioxide levels are high
across the city. In crowded areas,
ammonia levels are dangerously beyond
the limit. Experts blame vehicular
pollution
and
improper
waste
management among the main causes. In
a significant decision, Bombay High Court
halted all work on the major ‘Coastal Road
Project’ which could wreck the western
waterfront and disturb its complex
marine ecosystem. Mumbai is like an
estuary with rivers emptying into the sea,
mangroves and salt pans playing their
part in the inflow and outflow of water.
Reclamation along its coast can have a
very negative effect. One of the judges
astutely
remarked,
‘Perhaps
a
dichotomous view of human needs and
conservation is itself a problem.’
Indeed, the change must be internal as
well. Thankfully, this soul searching has
begun in earnest. Consumerism, which
was rampant in the past decade, has
already received a blow. Sales of Maruti,
the biggest car manufacturer here, has hit
rock bottom--down 36% in the last
quarter. Mobiles too, have lost their
glitter. A local cab driver put it aptly: ‘I
took all the mobiles at home and threw
them in the sea because neither my wife
nor my children were listening to me.
They were just chatting or watching
films.’
Recently in a highly-criticized move, the
authorities cut down over 2000 trees in
the Aarey Milk Colony area which is north
of the city. Mumbaikars were up in arms
but the damage was done in an overnight
massacre. The tribals in the area held
several prayer meetings. A poster
recreating the night’s scene was painted
in warli art with the message: Trees, we
tried a lot to save you, some also went to
jail. Despite that, we couldn’t save your
lives. Please forgive us.’
On the brighter side, there was an unusual
discovery in Mumbai. Our state governor,
C.H Rao, was taking a walk along his
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Preserving the heritage of India is quite a
task so when Jaipur recently received the
UNESCO World Heritage(UWH) tag, it
was a blessing The city, built in 1727
under the patronage of Raja Jai Singh II,
is unlike other medieval cities in the
region and reflects an interchange of
Hindu and Mughal ideas. The markets,
shops and residences on the main streets
have uniform facades. The renowned
Jantar Mantar monument was inscribed in
the UWH list earlier in 2010. On a
personal note, I recently discovered that
my daughter’s in-laws were related to the
architect. He was of Portuguese descent
and was invited by the maharajas to
design several structures in Jaipur. As
with many others, the family settled
there. During my next trip to the ‘pink
city’, I plan to explore its rich heritage
and share it with readers.
Ever since the bifurcating of Jammu &
Kashmir, we seldom hear from writers
there. Poets who used to share poems
regularly on-line, like Huzaifa Pandit,
have fallen silent due to censorship. An
atmosphere of uncertainty, violence and
loss prevails in the country. The Mumbai
Press Club recently invited Jammu-based,
Anuradha Bhasin, Editor of Kashmir
Times to speak on the conditions faced by
media and the implications for the flow of
information.
He
emphasized:
“communication is difficult for journalists
in the valley due to the internet and
mobile phone network blockade and
because
government
officials
are
unwilling to speak and confirm any news.
Kashmir and parts of Jammu are in a
condition of a lock down”. Ms. Bhasin has
filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme
Court detailing the above, and asking for
the restoration of normal working
conditions for the media. Already one of
the most militarized in the world,
Kashmiri has now seen three decades of
militancy.
In this milieu, I was easily able to relate
with the play, In Search of Dariya Sagar,
a meditation on memory, exile and the
elusive idea of home. The play is an
attempt to understand the scars left
behind on the communities that lost their
state and culture after partition of India.
The live music by singers Anandi Nagev
and Akshay Singh, was outstanding as was
the direction by Girish Khemani.
Sindhustan, a documentary by Sapna Moti
Bhavnani, about the partition is winning
accolades worldwide. It deals with one of

the biggest migrations in history where
hundreds lost lives, land and culture.
The Anarchy by William Dalrymple, is
perhaps the most significant book on our
history released this year. In 1765, the
East India Company captured a young
Mughal emperor and forced him to set up-in
his
richest
province--a
new
government run by English traders.
Dalrymple tells the story of the
disintegration of a magnificent empire. In
an interview, he said: No other facet
helped the company to take over India
more than the collapse of the Mughals.
Also, interestingly, the first EIC Indian
Company ship that sailed for India was a
pirate ship named ‘Scourge of Malice!
Smita Agarwal’s book of poems, Mofussil
Notebook, takes us back to a forgotten
time. The word, Mofussil was coined by
the British during the Raj.
In the
insightful
introduction,
Sarvajit
Mukherji,
states:
‘Mofussil,
like
subaltern, is a colonial coinage that
carries a slightly negative and pejorative
connotation, implying the small, and
therefore, limited.’ I found the use of
Hindi, Urdu English in the poems rather
interesting. In Chutney: A Multilingual
Existential
Poem,
Smita
writes…
Showering upon us the life-lesson:
/Always spice up the khichidi of zindagi /
With the zest of teekhi hari chutney/And
live life out, bindass and tension-free…
One of the best books I’ve read recently is
Girls are Coming Out of the Woods by
Tishani Doshi. She deals with violence in
unusual ways; in the poem, Pig-killing in
Viet Hai, she observes…
She did not look dead, you see, / the
hooves lurched forward / in a dance, even
though / he was slicing away the skin /
deflating her—this coat / connected to the
ribs like armour, / still, we would not call
it slaughter. I found myself re-reading
most of Tishani’s poems: they work at so
many levels and compel you to take heed.
As I write this column, ‘150 years of
Gandhi’ is being celebrated in a big way.
We are all familiar with his life and
work—perhaps, if we had followed his
principles, our children would be facing a
different future. As the young activist,
Greta Thunberg, commented: ‘This is all
wrong. I shouldn’t be up here. I should be
back at school on the other side of the
ocean. Yet you come to us young people
for hope. How dare you? You have stolen
my dreams and my childhood with your
empty words.”
Anju Makhija is a Sahitya Akademi
award-winning poet, playwright and
translator based in Mumbai. She has
written and edited books related to
sufism, partition, poetry and theatre.
Her plays have been staged in India and
abroad.
Her new book for youth,
‘Poems Grow With You’, has just been
published.
www.facebook.com/anjumakhijawrites
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History
Victoria and the Tagores
By Sona Roy
Princess Victoria of Kent was born in May
1819, became Queen of England in June
1837 and assumed the title Empress of
India on 1st May 1876. Dwarkanath
Tagore
(1794-1846)
entrepreneur,
Merchant-Banker, and grandfather of
Rabin- dranath Tagore, broke the ban on
crossing the kala pani and visited England
in 1842. He was the first Indian to whom
Queen Victoria granted an audience and
he joined the Royal party when they went
to Scotland.
Chitra Deb in Thakurbarir Bahirmahal
provides further details. Queen Victoria,
after meeting Dwarkanath, wrote in her
diary ‘The Brahmin speaks English
remarkably well.’ The Queen also
approved Dwarkanath’s Coat of Arms
before he had it registered with the
College of Arms in London. This Coat of
Arms, denoting the prestige and dignity of
his family, was a many-coloured shield
divided into three parts; the bottom
showed a ship afloat in the ocean, the
middle an open book between two rolls of
parchment, above this two lotus flowers.
At the very top of the shield was an
elephant holding a lotus in his trunk.
Behind the elephant was a flag with a
plough drawn on it. At the very bottom
was the inscription Work Will Win.

Before
his
departure
for
Paris
Dwarkanath received a gold medal as a
special token of the Royal family’s regard.
Moreover, the Queen offered to gift
Dwarkanath a portrait of herself and the
Prince of Wales which he accepted with
pleasure. Raja Rammohan Roy had been
laid to eternal rest in Bristol in September
1833; it was but natural for his great
friend Dwarkanath to visit his tomb. The
sight of the dilapidated structure
overgrown with weeds in Stepleston
Grove so moved Dwarkanath that he not
only arranged for the remains of
Rammohan Roy to be moved to Arnose
Vale but also had a memorial built over
the grave, on the lines of a Hindu temple.
Dwarkanath visited England for the
second time in March 1845 and passed
away in London on 1st August 1846. Some
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members of the aristocracy were present
at his burial in Kensall Green; there were
reports that Queen Victoria had sent four
royal coaches to take part in the funeral
procession.
Queen Victoria’s links with the Tagore
family
continued.
Gyanendramohan
Tagore (1826-1890), the first barrister of
Asia, was born into the Pathuriaghata
branch of the Tagores. He converted to
Christianity on 10th July 1851, left for
England in 1859 and joined Lincoln’s Inn
on 28th September 1859 to qualify as a
barrister. He returned to India in 1864 but
his wife Kamala died in 1869 and shortly
after, he left for England permanently

Victoria Samrajyam (1887), written to
commemorate her Golden Jubilee, and
Victoria Mahatmyam (1897) her Diamond
Jubilee; both were written in Sanskrit
verse and accompanied with English
translations. Raja Shourin- dramohan
celebrated the Diamond Jubilee of Queen
Victoria’s reign in his palace with great
pomp and ostentation. When floral
tributes were sent to the Queen, she
accepted them with great pleasure. The
book written by Shourindramohan for this
occasion, Victoria Mahatmyam, depicts
the history of the Queen’s reign through
musical verses; it was printed in England.
When requested for permission to have
her picture included in the book, the
Queen sat before the photographer to
have her picture taken.
In 1884 Shourindramohan was the first
Bengali to be conferred the title of ‘Knight
Bachelor of the United Kingdom.’ In
November 1896 the University of Oxford
conferred the degree of ‘Doctor of Music’
honoris causa on Shourin- dramohan in
absentia. Bowing to the bar against an
Indian Brahmins crossing the kala pani,
Shourindramohan did not attend the
Convocation.

with his two daughters Bala (born 1853)
and Sotu (born 1855). Queen Victoria met
Gyanendramohan’s daughters in a levee
and was attracted to them, possibly due to
their Indian style of dressing. She invited
them to the palace and the news was
reported in several newspapers. The two
sisters came to Buckingham Palace, upon
the Queen’s invitation, on the 11th of May
1880. They were both clad in saris and
their long hair was done up in the Bengali
style. Queen Victoria met them in her
personal drawing room in the Palace.
After this event, the Bengalis living in
London held a Reception to felicitate
Gyanendramohan, probably because of
the attention shown to his daughters by
the Queen.
Raja Shourindramohan Tagore (18401914), also of the Pathuriaghata branch,
chose to immerse himself in the study of
classical music. Recently, in 2011, an
exhibition
of
musical
instruments
donated by Shourindramohan was held at
the Indian Museum. Explaining how this
collection came to them, it was said, ‘In
1875 when His Royal Highness Prince of
Wales (later Edward VII) visited Calcutta,
a Bengali band was formed using the
collection of musical instruments of Raja
Sir Shourindro Mohun Tagore and those
instruments were donated next year
(1876) to the Indian Museum.’ He wrote
quite a few books eulogizing Victoria e.g.

Queen Victoria passed away on 22nd
January 1901 at Osborne House on the Isle
of Wight. When I visited it in July 2019 I
was delighted to see the Durbar Hall with
its motifs from Mughal architecture: like
the balcony for the Emperor Shahjehan at
Agra Fort’s Diwan-i-Am or the jharokha
(window with lattice-screen to allow
women of the andarmahal to look out
without being seen) at Fatehpur Sikri.
There were also the motifs of the
elephant’s trunk and the lotus-flower.
Only, the originals were of red sandstone
whereas these imitations are in white
stucco. There was also a white peacock
fresco on the wall. Since 2019 marks two
hundred years of the birth of Victoria, a
gallery presented an exhibition devoted to
‘The Indian Connection’ with paintings of
members of various Royal Indian families.
I can only remember those of Maharaja
Duleep Singh of the Punjab and the
Maharaja of Kapurthala. I hope the
Empress is ‘amused’.
Dr. Sona Roy stood
First Class First in M.A.
English
from
Agra
University, took her
Ph. D. Arts degree from
Jadavpur
University,
and taught at Rabindra
Bharati
University,
Burdwan
University
before
joining
Calcutta University. She retired as
Professor in 2007 and served as guestlecturer at Presidency College for three
years. She is co-translator of Chitra Deb’s
Thakurbarir Andarmahal (Women of the
Tagore Household, Penguin Books India,
2010)
and
Thakurbarir
Bahirmahal
(Ananda Publishers Pvt Ltd, Kolkata
2016)."
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Introducing ‘Whole Kahani’
The Whole Kahani is a collective of British fiction writers of South Asian origin. The group was established in 2011 to provide a creative perspective that
straddles cultures and promotes the visibility of emerging South Asian voices in Britain today.
Members of the group have published novels and anthologies to critical acclaim and have been reviewed by The Times, The Guardian, The Independent,
Huffington Post, Time Out and been broadcast on BBC4.
The Whole Kahani have published two anthologies of short stories and poetry to positive reviews and have participated in numerous workshops and
literary festivals.
‘Love Across a Broken Map’ (2016) is their first creative collaboration. The anthology of short stories explores the infinite capacities and fractured nature of
love in all its permutations.
‘May We Borrow Your Country’ (2019) is their second collection of stories and poems that looks at dislocation and displacement with sympathy, tolerance
and humour.The anthologies are evocative and multi-layered and offer a fresh, contemporary look at metamorphosis and many catch that fleeting moment
of transition between the familiar and the new.
The following flash fiction is from Mona Dash who is a member of Whole Kahani.

www.thewholekahani.com

FLASH FICTION
I was born old, skin leathery, wrinkled, folded into a million furrows and solid
ridges.
When they saw me there was a collective gasp.
My mother’s hand quivered when she reached out to touch me. She didn’t want to,
but the maternal instinct is strong and primal. Even a beast likes its young, so my
mother learnt to hold me and let me suckle. My dried lips bruised her.
They tried all kinds of remedies to soften my skin. They plastered me with turmeric
and soft cream to smoothen it. They used homemade scrubs to polish it. They let
me soak in oil but it dribbled through the furrows and dripped.
When I opened my mouth, instead of saying goo ga, and sounds babies are wont to, I rattled off Sanskrit chants – the Gayatri Mantra. ‘Om
Bhu Bhavah Svah’– ludicrous when they were trying to teach me to say mama, dada. ‘Row, row, row your boat’ – they sang. Tat Savitur
Varenyam, I shouted back. My voice loud, feral, I couldn’t bring it down to the level they wanted. I couldn’t whisper.
They clothed me in silks and ruffles and suits. They tamed my straw hair into oiled plaits. They taught me their alphabet and genteel whispers.
They tried for years. They told me my story over and over again. That babies are not born old, babies are babies because they are new. They
have to learn about life, blossom in the rules of society. They told me and they did more. They brought their machines to mould and form me.
Perhaps they succeeded.
Now I wear purples and brocades and my hair is in faultless chignons. My skin is baby smooth and shining with the moisturiser and glimmer
sticks they coat me with.
When I try to speak however, it is a whisper. Garbled, my mouth mimics what it was taught. The chants do not form.
But with that, they are happy.

Mona Dash is the author of two collections of poetry Dawn- Drops (Writer’s Workshop India, 2001) A certain way
(Skylark Publications, UK, 2017) and a novel Untamed Heart (Tara India Research Press, 2016). Her most recent work
is her memoir A Roll of the Dice: a story of loss, love and genetics (Linen Press, UK, 2019)

www.monadash.net

When I Speak Of History
Leonard Dabydeen
When I speak of history, I speak well;
I leave behind the past where broken bones
Lay scattered on blistering sands to tell
Of atrocities that are mostly groans.
While you may feel the pain lurking inside,
With hurt failing any impunity;
And browse pages upon pages to ride
This feeling of guilt, remorse or pity,
It was Columbus sailing the great tides
Out discovering many a new world;
And Sir Francis Drake loved the battle cries Chicanery as a new age unfurled.
The mind finds revelations in the past,
So meaningful and useful to the last.

Leonard Dabydeen, Guyanese-Canadian poet and member of The
Society of Classical Poets (USA), Life Member of MetVerse Muse (India);
member of Muse India Journal; member of Muse-Pie Press (Shot Glass
Journal and Fib Review); contributor to Gandhi Way Newsletter (UK);
Triveni
Journal
(India);
Our
Poetry
Archive
(https://ourpoetryarchive.blogspot.com) ; Pratilipi; Galaktika Poetike
“ATUNIS” (http://atunispoetry.com); Setu Bilingual Literary Journal
(USA); blog: https://ldabydeen.wordpress.com (Poems Jogging in the
Mind).
Free-lance writer and book reviewer; author of Watching You, A
Collection of Tetractys Poems (2012), and Searching For You, A Collection
of Tetractys and Fibonacci Poems (2015).
e-mail: leonard_dabydeen@hotmail.com
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Author speaks
An Interview with Short Story writer Subhash Chandra
By Harshit Nigam
A former academic and distinguished scholar, Dr. Subhash Chandra has earned accolades; for his short stories, one of which was
declared a winning entry in a contest. Recently, he has been designated ‘Literary Brigadier,’ by STORY MIRROR, a large Online
Portal with global reach. He has been awarded an International Prize for Fiction 2019 by ‘The Significant League,’ a Literary Forum,
comprising writers and poets.
Chandra has to his credit two collections of short stories, Not Just Another Story, and Beyond the Canopy of Icicles and about sixty
short stories published in national and International journals, together with four books of literary criticism. He has presented
papers at funded conferences in Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, Israel, Nepal and India. He worked on a post-doctoral project on a
fellowship at the University of Toronto.
He is on the International Advisory Board of Intersections: Gender and Sexuality in Asia and the Pacific and on the Editorial Board
of induswomanwriting.com
In this issue Dr. Subhash Chandra has been interviewed exclusively for Confluence by Harshit Nigam, an academic and poet

Harshit Nigam: In your acceptance speech of
‘Nissim International Prize for Fiction’ in July,
2019 you used the epithet, ‘late bloomer’ as a
creative writer. Don’t you think the decades of
training as an academic and critic enabled you
to blossom as a master ‘storyteller’?
Subhash Chandra: Thank you for the honour,
but I have to go a long way to deserve that.
Academics and research orientation have helped
me in critically evaluating my own work for
verisimilitude,
contradictions
and
inconsistencies and ironing them out.

HN: What are the techniques and practices that
you resort to for the spellbinding plots of your
short-stories?
SC: I place a character in a tricky situation, -intractable, threatening or embarrassing -- and
let the plot unfold slowly through action,
interaction and dialogue. Make the ending
punchy by a twist. But open-ended stories can
also have a punch, as they allow the readers the
thrill to write their own ending.

But criticality and creativity are mutually
exclusive. At least that has been the case with
me. The former blunts the imagination without
which you can’t create. I did creative writing in
the early years of my teaching. Then for career
advancement,
switched
to
scholarship.
Alongside, I tried to write short stories, but
failed miserably. After several abortive
attempts, I gave up, as no story would progress
beyond one or two paragraphs.

SC: No. The author and the narrator would
always remain separate. But sometimes the
distance between the two reduces, as the author,
being a part of the society, is affected one way
or the other at the unconscious level. Years of
studying and teaching Queer theory and
literature made me aware of their hard lives; the
grave discrimination they face, their blighted
growing years because of confusing genderidentity, and the trauma of closeted life. This
could perhaps explain the narrator’s empathy
towards them.

HN: You have done both, critical and creative
writing. Which one do you find more difficult?
SC: Creative writing is much more challenging.
In critical writing, the area of study is delimited
for a critical book or research paper. Whereas to
create a story that would find favour with the
Editor of a journal/magazine and would be
enjoyed by the readers, one has to study, ‘life’
with all its complexities and contradictions.

HN: You are a prolific writer. Several journals
and magazines carry your stories. I find, both in
your collections and stories in journals, a variety
of plots and diversity of characters from all
walks of life and social stratum. How do you
manage to achieve that?
SC: Plots are littered all over in the humdrum
daily lives of people, but you have to go out into
the world, as Hemingway said. You also need to
be alert to the ‘different,’ the ‘unique,’ the
‘bizarre,’ and even the ‘sleazy.’ Newspapers also
are full of plots. All kinds of weird things get
reported. You can weave a story around any
reported incident.
As for the characters, my keen observation and
more than that personal interest in and
interactions with a wide variety of people help
me.
I love initiating conversations with
strangers while travelling in the Metro or
walking in the park. I get friendly with Guards
at Housing Societies, labourers, rickshaw
pullers, cobblers, auto-drivers, even mad people
and beggars. They open up their lives to me.
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Woolf
referred
to
Shakespeare
whose
androgynous mind enabled him to create
powerful women characters, such as, Rosalind
in As You Like It, Beatrice in Much Ado About
Nothing, Viola in Twelfth Night among others.
In Hindi, Munshi Premchand created strong
women characters, such as, Gangi in Thakur Ka
Kuan Suman in Sevasadan Dhania in Godan.
HN: Your first volume, Not Just Another Story
probes radical theme of queer identity. You seem
to be openly taking a pro-position in such
stories. Doesn’t it fuse the author and the
narrator?

After superannuation I exited scholarship totally
and recommenced creative writing. I had to unlearn and re-learn much. Now I have got a
modicum of success as a creative writer. But I
remain a ‘late bloomer’ among the community of
writers.

And dialogue writing is not exactly the easiest.
You have to learn and use different vocabularies
and the manner of speaking by the
professionals, and categories of people from all
socio- economic strata, or else the dialogues
would ring false.

SC: It shouldn’t be a surprise. Virginia Woolf
envisaged that creative minds are androgynous
– having both masculine and feminine
principles. A male creative writer, therefore, can
empathetically create strong female characters
and vice versa.

HN: Almost like Mirza Ghalib’s poetry Delhi
occupies the space of a protagonist in your
short-stories. Is the special bond that you share
with the metropolis responsible for this?

Also I try to practice what has oft been repeated:
Show, Don’t Tell. Dramatize the situations and
don’t explain. That destroys the interest and
bores the reader who punishes you by dropping
the story.
Forster tells us, in the Paleolithic age, the
storyteller narrated a story to the ancient men
around a campfire. If the story turned boring,
they either fell asleep or killed him.
HN: Kalyanee Rajan, one of your editors and
critics, suggests that you write with a ‘tight
economy of words’. Do you consider this
economy as an integral determinant for
concocting intriguing plots?
SC: Economy of words is essential for all types
of plots. You have to ensure, there is not a
superfluous phrase, or word. What is not
integral to developing the story is dispensable.
If a story is wordy, the reader’s attention flags,
just as in real life people don’t listen attentively
to a longwinded individual
I need to thank CONFLUENCE especially for
training me in the economical use of words by
prescribing the word limit of one thousand
words.
HN: Your female characters whether Suhasini,
Sharbati or Nishita are all empowered ones with
an agency. Can you reflect upon this male-author
sensitivity to create strong, radical, and
emancipated women characters in your stories?

SC: You’re right. One always feels affinity with
the place one inhabits and grows up in. All cities
are living, breathing spaces, with a special
character which interacts with their people. I’m
aware of many writers in Hindi and English who
have used Delhi as a protagonist: Mohan Rakesh,
Rajendra Yadav, Mannu Bhandari and in English
Khushwant Singh and others.
HN: Any favourite short-story writer who
inspires you?
SC: I have several faourties. In Hindi
Phanishwar Nath Renu, Bhishm Sahni, Raji Seth,
Mrinal Pandey and in English (or English
translation)
O. Henry, Scott Fitzgerald,
Somerset Maugham, Roald Dahl, Guy de
Maupassant and Anton Chekhov inspire me.
HN: What message would you like to pass on to
your avid readers and the recommendations for
the young and budding authors?
SC: To my readers: keep reading my stories and
to the budding writers, you are some of the
chosen few! No joy parallels the joy of creating.
Read a lot and write a lot. Be passionate. Never
give up. You will arrive, for sure!
Harshit Nigam is an academic
and poet from Delhi NCR,
India and has contributed to
several literary journals. His
poem ‘Grandpa’ featured in
May, 2019 Issue of
Confluence. Currently Harshit
teaches English at Miranda
House, University of Delhi.
He may be reached at
hnigam256@gmail.com.
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Book Cricket
By Suresh Subramanyan
‘It’s not cricket’ – Anon.
In India, cricket is all-pervasive. Kipling’s ‘flannelled fools’ are to be
seen day in and day out on our television screens. Though, apart from
being attired in pure whites, you will also find them in blues, yellows,
greens and a variety of rainbow hues, depending on the variant of the
game that is being dished out - Test cricket, ODIs, T20s, Indian
Premier League (IPL). Give me excess of it, is the cry. It is not
traditional cricket, however, that presently engages my attention.
For that matter, it is not even French Cricket we played in school that
concerns me. Remember French Cricket? You stood still, your feet
unmoving with only a bat to protect your legs, and a ring of fielders
to throw a worn tennis ball at your legs. If the ball catches any part

of your leg without first touching the bat, you are out. If you manage
to hit the ball, eluding the fielder, you twirled the bat round and
round your legs, as fast as your hands would allow, and each
successful circular motion earned you a run. The fielder, retrieving
the ball, can also attempt to ‘run you out’ by striking your leg while
you essayed a roundhouse swing without moving your legs. A skilful
and challenging game, French Cricket, but my thoughts are on an
entirely different cricketing pastime, one that required no skill
whatsoever. If you were born after 1970, chances are you may not
have heard of it.
I am talking of Book Cricket. The beauty of Book Cricket is that two
of you can compete against each other, or you can just play all by
your dog self. As I said before, skill is the last thing you require to be
a champion in Book Cricket. Dame Fortune is the overriding factor,
and if you are playing solo, you can even cheat! No one will be any
the wiser. Allow me to explain the simple rules of the game.
The first requirement is a reasonably thick book. Around 300 pages
is ideal. Agatha Christie may be too thin, and The Complete Works of
Shakespeare too fat. I would go for something more manageable like
Wodehouse’s Right Ho, Jeeves or any of Dick Francis’ equestrian
mysteries. This is not to be taken literally. Naturally, whatever is
readily available on your bookshelf should suffice. A word of caution.
Avoid Hitler’s Mein Kampf. You simply cannot play Book Cricket, or
any form of cricket, knowing you are holding a book by an author
who couldn’t tell the difference between Buchenwald and Bradman.
Incidentally, paperback or hard cover will do equally well, if the
earlier criteria are adhered to.
On with the game, then. There’s just the two of you. And the book.
After tossing for who bats first (inserting the opposition is futile),
we start the game. Let’s assume you are taking first strike. You place
the book on your

lap, say a little prayer and open the book, completely at random. This
is how the runs are scored or a wicket taken. When the book is open,
two sets of page numbers confront you, left page and right page. You
go with the left page first, followed by the right page. If the page
number is 124, the last digit, 4 in this case, counts as runs. So you
have scored a boundary, and if the last digit is a 6, say page 86, then
you’ve cleared the ropes – sixer. Bravo! Likewise for any numeral
under six. If you happen to cop a 7, 8 or 9, that will count as a wide
or a no-ball, giving you an extra run and an additional turn. Then
comes the biggie. If the last digit, woe betide, happens to be a 0, as
in 170, then you are OUT! Back to the pavilion. Caught, bowled, LBW,
run out, makes no difference. In a nutshell, that’s the game.

Bearing in mind these simple rules, you are all set to play Book
Cricket. A sheet of foolscap paper or an exercise book, if you are a
stickler for maintaining records, is a must to keep score. The two of
you can then decide who wants to be India, or toss for it. The
opposing team can be anyone - Australia, Pakistan or England,
whoever you hate more. You then write down, in batting order, the
names of the playing XI of both sides, and the names of the opposing
bowlers as and when the captain throws them the ball, speaking
metaphorically. The game can be of one innings duration or two,
choice is yours. The rest is easy, if you follow the rules adumbrated
earlier. One last point. The batting captain gets to open the pages and
the bowling captain keeps score and a hawk eye on the page numbers,
to ensure no funny business takes place. In other words, he is the
umpire. The roles are reversed when the second team bats.

If you cannot find a partner to play with, you can play the
game solo. How cool is that? There are great advantages to
be accrued from this solitaire version of the game. Say your
favourite batsman, Tendulkar, takes strike. First ball, left
hand page, 140. Ayyayyo! Damn and blast. Tendulkar, out,
golden duck. ‘I cannot allow this.’ So you pretend as if
nothing has happened, look around you guiltily and start
over again and do whatever you like till the great little man
gets a hundred. During my younger days, the likes of
Umrigar, Hazare and Pataudi would regularly score double
and triple hundreds. I only allowed Bradman or Sobers to
score centuries for the opposition, provided they did the
decent thing and got out immediately thereafter. Otherwise
a page number ending with 0 was only a flip away! India had
to win, at all costs. By the time my book cricketing days were
over, I was easily the most well-read person in town!
‘Ayyayyo!’- Tamil colloquial expletive for ‘Omigosh!’
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Short fiction
The Green warriors
By Sunil Sharma
The topic is Greta Thunberg.

in a fine curtain that has obscured the
landscape.

Satish leads such lunch-hour discussions:
“How dare you?” Only Greta could ask the
Heads of State with courage and rage. A
resolute teenager stands before the
august assembly and poses this question
to the elites. She has won global
admiration for consistently questioning
the leaders who do not want to make
timely interventions in a crisis of epic
proportions. The anthropogenic climate
change that can be reversed, if the
leaders. Greta is giving a clarion call.”
A few bites later, Satish adds: “Fantastic
speech she made! An inspiring teenager!
A top-class crusader. A great Green
Warrior!”
“Correct, Satish. The young are becoming
more aware and pro-active than we were
at their age,” says Rajesh.
Satish asks Ramesh, sitting at the corner:
“Do you know Greta?”
Ramesh answers, “No idea about this
great personage. Not keen to know about
latest twitter sensation with a brief shelflife.”
Others seem aghast by this confession.
“You from Mars?” Satish asks Ramesh.
“Blasphemy! The Stone Age is over.”
“I do not care.” Ramesh retorts.
"I have got my own interests. Chess, for
example.”
“What?” Satish sounds offended. “Chess
cannot be compared with her. For her
fans, Greta is a heroine who cares for the
future of this planet.”
“Let it be. Speeches do not change
realities.”
Satish looks exasperated.
shrugs his shoulders.

The latter

The team continues to talk about the
climate changes being felt in India as
well---and elsewhere---then disperse.
Ramesh comes out in the office- balcony
for a smoke.

Another smoker joins him. The spray wets
the duo leaning over the parapet,
emitting clouds of grey into the cold air.
Below traffic struggles slowly. There is
thunder.
“Let us leave quickly now,” the colleague
says to Ramesh, worried. “The major
parts of the city are already flooded.
Trains are suspended. We will get
stranded here. It is going to be a tough
journey back home.”
Both come inside, fearful of the
breakdown of a vulnerable city. Soon, the
alerts begin flashing on the mobiles. The
news is bad--- high tide, strong wind and
deluge have combined to paralyze
Mumbai again within a few hours.
Previous videos of downpour surface. Of
folks wading in waist-high waters.
Most leave early, prepared for the worst
nightmare that keeps on returning every
monsoon, affecting millions in that
sprawl stripped of greenery.
.
They walk down flooded streets toward
Mira Road. No transport. Rain increases
in intensity. The office-goers walk in
large groups, indifferent to the assault
from the heavens. Reaching home is the
main priority. Everywhere, rising water.
Muddy, threatening. They keep on
moving.
At one place, Ramesh discovers some
locals holding hands and passing down
school children trapped in a stalled bus.
The children are ferried to the lobby of a
nearby hotel and given snacks, their
parents informed. The children are
desperate for their mothers.
After a few kilometres, Ramesh and his
group of travelers start walking down the
railway track. Hundreds of commuters
are trudging, battered, bruised but not
defeated by the fury of nature.
They are the survivors of the Mumbai
monsoon.
.

It is raining heavily---unprecedented
rainfall in September in Mumbai.

Outside the station entrance, a few
school-children ask him for a donation.

Ramesh does not like empty debates. He
has got only contempt for the talking
heads.

“For what?” Ramesh asks the girl, the
most insistent.

Chatterati!
Useless
guys.
Inane
arguments will never change the ugly
realities of an ugly world, misgoverned by
the powerful and accepted by the public.

“For the beach-cleaning campaign, our
school is planning. The donations will go
for the dustbins to be installed at select
points of the beach and gloves and masks
to be bought for the volunteers.”

What can a powerless guy do against the
might of the State? Nothing.
Ordinary man is doomed. Change is
cosmetic. So, accept and move on, thinks
Ramesh, as he watches the rain fall down
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Another irate commuter adds: “Right.
Why this drive at our cost? Cannot you or
your school afford this?”
“Yes,” says Ramesh. “How come your
parents allowed you in this storm, asking
for alms from the strangers?”
Another boy tries to explain, “But Uncle,
they know this and support us. The
community
participation
is
also
important. Is it not our responsibility
also?”
Ramesh glares at the boy, “At least, not
mine. Go back home, kid. Your act will not
change
things,
unless
government
decides, along with the politicians.”
“Are not we the government, sir?” asks
the girl. “We are the people that elect the
governments. Our acts and views do
matter.”
“Well done! You are our Greta,” says a
teacher standing with the children.
“Bravo!”
“Sorry! No argument,” says Ramesh and
moves in the direction of home.
The two students smile sadly and go to
another batch coming out of the railway
station, their friends holding the banners
with a stark message: Should not you be
caring for the Mother Earth, dear citizen?
.
In the lobby of the society, Ramesh finds
a strange scene: The old widower Ram
Nath tending to the cats in the lobby.
“Why this charity, Uncle? Covering and
feeding
strays?”
Ramesh
asks
sarcastically.
Ram Nath smiles. “I rescued them from a
watery grave. They need food and
shelter.”
Ramesh does not answer.
Neighbours say that devastated by floods
in his village and in Mumbai, the retired
officer from the railways plants trees
along the roads, every Saturday and
Sunday.
His wife’s message: “Held up. Strangers
serving tea and snacks. God bless!”
Something snaps within Ramesh. He flies
down with a bag of snacks.
“Where you going?” Uncle Ram Nath asks.

“Then it is their responsibility, not mine.”
Ramesh sounds annoyed. “The school
must pay for such activities, not us. It is
our hard-earned money. Why should I pay
for their activity done for earning media
mileage only?”

“To the station. Few school children need
me,” says Ramesh.
Sunil Sharma, an academic
administrator and author-criticpoet--freelance journalist, is
from suburban Mumbai, India.
He has published 21 books so
far, some solo and some joint,
on prose, poetry and criticism.
He edits the monthly, bilingual Setu:
http://www.setumag.com/p/setu-home.html
http://www.drsunilsharma.blogspot.in/
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Book review
ESTHER DAVID’s BOMBAY BRIDES
A review by Prithvijeet Sinha
It has been a year of eclectic reading choices
for me, with the inception being Shyam
Benegal's SATYAJIT RAY, then the dynamic
BECOMING by Michelle Obama, with the
trajectory
including
Hillary
Jordan's
acclaimed MUDBOUND, THE SILENCE OF
THE LAMBS by THOMAS HARRIS finally
falling on my laps to be read in its entirety
and then BEST. MOVIE. YEAR. EVER : HOW
1999 BLEW UP THE SCREEN by Brian
Raftery, GULZAR'S IJAAZAT by MIRA
HASHMI and RENEGADE WOMEN IN FILM
AND TELEVISION by Elizabeth Weitzman
and Austen Claire Clements recreating
cinematic essences respectively.
My latest addition to that bibliography is
BOMBAY BRIDES by Sahitya Akademi Award
winner ESTHER DAVID. It's special since its
timeless tone employed for short fiction is
informed by the decentralized lives of Bene
Israel Jews, a miniscule but nevertheless
important community gracing Indian ethos
for centuries altogether but for the curse of
a lack of representation owing to the
majoritarian voice. The irony, however,
being that in a country riddled with
communal divisions in recent years, the
general Jewish community, like the Paris,
has thrived without any kind of persecution
within the flag-waving diverse national
fabric. This timely book, written in Ms.
David's lucid, old fashioned prose style,
readily creates familiarity in the universal
portraits of ordinary people without any
hint of judgment or specific situational
pivot just for the matter of emphasis on one
unit. This work celebrates her inward look
at her own and achieves it beautifully as she
has been writing about them for a whole
lifetime now.
The greatest tales concern mundane and
earnest details of relationships parallel
with carving out an individual figure for
self-fulfillment without abandoning the
center from which emerge our day to day
tendencies. BOMBAY BRIDES is like that.
Named after the tradition of having Jewish
women from Bombay marry into families
concentrated
in
pockets
where
the
community lives in India, it's about women
of all hues ; married and single, strong and
meek , old and young, nationals and
foreigners while the men, whilst occupying a
conventional space of misogyny, neglect,
egos and temperamental vacillations, drive
the narrative forward for them; however,
never as ultimate blockages to personal
evolutions . That is the strength of Ms.
David's writing. Each personage comes into
her own and gains confidence and insight to
make a difference to her own life first.
With the invocation of the mythical Prophet
Elijah in the first, the headway is made
towards an interfaith romance, with the
lives of Juliet and Rahul/ later Romiel
intersecting with the apprehension of union
and then assimilation of two families,
moving on to the life script of Ruby, a young
widow who receives admiration from one
member of her own gender and later
rekindles a long lost love with
former
partner Georgie. Her open-ended journey
concludes with ample closure, free from
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throes of uncertainty and the sting of
rumours. The same idea of companionship
ends with a happy union for Yael and Yohan,
the latter a South African Jew becoming part
of a larger extended family in Ahmedabad.
Two other foreign women, Maa Myramayi
(taking that name after being besotted by
Indian spirituality like so many) and Lisa too
find themselves in the midst of these
interpersonal crisscrossing. In addition to
them being pursued by the men who view
them as paragons of wit and beauty, the
author sketches the kind of detachment,
differences of perspectives with which the
locals look at them. This is typical of the
Indian experience but the writer ultimately
is a matter of fact observer and keeps the
flow of introducing us to diverse viewpoints.

The coda of Romiel and Juliet's tale then is
poignant and leaves us with truthful
estimation of our modern times, with the
Israeli - Palestine conflict in the backdrop
waking us up to the abrupt censure to flow
of lives defined by love and peace. It's a
topical, important touch to contextualize this
rich bouquet of personalities.
**
Most importantly, these episodic narratives
endear as they are in the mold of
grandmother's
tales,
echoed
through
memories and legends, conveyed in the
manner of folklores . Each entry hence
becomes a personal bequest as seen by the
author herself and informed by the way we
live and interact.
**

A thread of magnanimity is there by way of
senior prefects of the community like Salome
and Elisheba who look after everyone and
are responsible for culinary duties of this
society. Then there are Ariella and Golda
who fall in the crosshairs of a social order
fixated on dynamics of marriage; they
eventually discover reserves of selfdefinition by escaping unhappy marriages of
their own. The 'meet cute' ethos of two police
officers then in the tale of Ilana and their
blossoming love in the backdrop of bakeries
and trips to the city is a pleasant inversion of
stereotypes. Body issues (in the form of
Flora), further complexities of bonding
(Jennifer, Rose) and bridging of cultures
between Jews settled in Israel and India (as
in the pleasantly engaging one of
Sangita)complete the picture. However, the
one standout for me has to be the arc of
Malkha, a rare vegetarian in the community
whose tale of loneliness, old age and living
by the coastal serenity of Alibaug, comes
with a welcome streak of late blooming and
service to the environment, abetted by her
epic
family
history
dating
to
her
grandmother. The minute layers matter here
more than anything, lending an unique
legacy to her distaste for fish.

The location at the center of BOMBAY
BRIDES is Shalom India Housing Society,
Ahmedabad, as compelling a character in
itself as say the presence of Bombay in
Rohinton Mistry and Jerry Pinto's works,
Ayamanam in Arundhati Roy's THE GOD
OF SMALL THINGS, Malgudi in R. K
Narayan's oeuvre or the magical
landscape of the Dehra Valley in works
by Ruskin Bond, all of these luminaries
of Indian writing in English. The coming
and goings here parallel a passage of
time and crucial transformations; hope
coexisting with a normative way of life
and communal rituals being preserved in
the face of emigrations to Israel, USA and
other foreign shores and dwindling
numbers. We see them with an open
mind
and
identify
with
the
commonalities that bind us all. Such is
the honest, first person voice employed
and the innocent ways of these people
overpower a lot of undue expectations
heaped on them. Like the influence of
their guardian Prophet Elijah, holding
reins of a chariot in portraits hung on
the walls of homes, and omnipresence in
terms of faith, especially when the residents
are in dire straits. Or when they offer their
gratitude in joyous moments.
BOMBAY BRIDES offers a slice of life,
particular in its focus on the Jewish
experience and by extension an Indian one as
of today. It earmarks no period or timeline in
the telling and is among the best anthologies
to grace literary circles, illuminating the
picture of one community beyond certain
limited tropes. It unveils a global treasure
trove indeed.

Prithvijeet Sinha hails from Lucknow.
He has published his work on GNOSIS
JOURNAL, THE MEDLEY, CONFLUENCE,
CAFE DISSENSUS EVERYDAY, CAFE
DISSENSUS MAGAZINE, THUMBPRINT
MAGAZINE, READER'S DIGEST and
maintains a prolific writing output on
his WordPress blog AN AWADH BOY'S
PANORAMA and on Wattpad. He has
currently submitted his poems to
CONSEQUENCE
MAGAZINE
and
JAGGERY. His motto in life is to create
and expand his world views.
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Book review
Meera Khanna, Breaking Paths: Stories of Women Who
Dared, Niyogi Books, 2019. Pages 166, Rs. 250
Reviewed by Malashri Lal
The book presents stories about the
interiority of women’s lives, their worries
for their family which lie at the core of
their being, their stoical acceptance of
poverty and hardship, their helplessness
in the face of marital violence. Despite
such conditions, their indomitable spirit
and resourcefulness overcomes odds.
Meera Khanna’s women are winners not
victims. Plucky and innovative, their
mesmerising tales exemplify triumphs
against adversity and mark a celebration
of women’s intelligence and ingenuity. As
the author remarks in the Preface, “Every
day the space in their homes, hearts, souls
and bodies is being encroached
upon. Yet rooted in their cultural
milieu, they make their choices,
fight for it and succeed, all within
the
social
framework.”
The
hallmark of the book is a feminist
perspective that touches the ground
reality of life narratives in many
parts of India.

protest against the British Government
and are likely to be arrested on charges of
hiding forbidden weaponry. Theirs is a
business family in a closely built mohalla
with neighbours a short distance from
each other’s walls. One morning she is
told that the police are advancing towards
her home to arrest the boys. Only the
women are at home, Rooprani and her two
daughters-in-law. Ingeniously she holds
off the house-search till the incriminating
evidence of weapons has been cleverly
removed without the knowledge of the
police guarding the gates! How? For that
you must read this amazing page turner of

Several of the stories are set in
Kashmir, Meera’s karma bhoomi for
her NGO activist work. Please put
yourself in that terrain. Imagine
yourself as a woman in a village
near the Line of Control, living
under the watchful eyes of the
military and also fearful of the
militants. As a woman, you may
value stability but can you ever find
that in the air crackling with the
tensions of divisiveness?
My favourite stories from the book
are two.
In the first called
“Strangers in my Home”, Phoola, a
Hindu, has been uprooted from the
Pakistan side of a small river and
compelled to relocate in far poorer
conditions on the Indian bank of the
same stream. From her sad new
hovel she stares at the cosy home
she has left behind and longs for the
hidden money she had buried under
a mango tree. Her voyeuristic life
creates a strange bond of curiosity
and empathy with the current occupant of
the home in Pakistan. Cautiously, and
braving
the
dangers
of
military
surveillance, the women meet midstream,
pretending to wash heaps of clothes.
Despite
political
and
religious
differences, human compassion wins over
and Phoola, setting aside her own sorrow
and deprivation, shares the secret of the
hoarded money with the Pakistani
woman, hoping that the wealth will be of
some help to that impoverished family.
There are marvellous twists to the tale
that I would leave you to discover but the
leitmotif of Meera’s stories is well
established, a line I pick from another
part of the book, “It was always easy to be
a social being. But it took immense
courage to be truly human” (138).
The second story I pick is called
“Thumbing my Nose” and its setting is
Lahore during the Quit India movement.
Rooprani’s two sons have joined the
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a story and marvel at Rooprani’s
strategizing and histrionics that leave the
police stumped!
Of the eighteen stories, some travel to
Kerala, another part of Meera’s cultural
heritage, and there are a few about the
struggling middle class woman’s multiple
burdens in the city. Cutting across
geographical and cultural lines, the
narratives are mainly set among people
with conventional patriarchal values.
Most of the women are neither well
educated nor in control of earnings.
Household drudgery is the norm, so are
multiple pregnancies. Motherhood is a
strong driving force and the women
protect their young with amazing
strength in the face of danger. A vignette
from the Sunderbans has a woman
guarding her new born child against a
menacing tiger; Nuzrat Begum, harried by
both militants and the security agencies
must save her daughter from the

lecherous male gaze by devising a difficult
escape; and Dulham Begum shelters a
Hindu family in insurgency ridden
Srinagar to honour her son’s choices.
The principle of compassion speaks loudly
through the stories making the reader
reflective and philosophical. When a man
is drowning in the river do you save him
or do you first identify him by religion and
nation?
When
a
woman
is
munching breakfast in the bus going to
her workplace and is already drooping
with fatigue because of household
chores, do you ignore her or offer
mentorship? When militants are
setting fire to your neighbour’s
house, do you shut your door or are
you willing to give shelter? For
many of us leading sequestered
lives these may be hypothetical
questions, but the purpose of good
literature is to expand the
experiential universe and Meera
Khanna’s book points heartily in
that direction.
One final word about Breaking
Paths doing a service to feminism
in India. It is empowering to read
positive stories of women who
have overcome the victimhood
syndrome, who have called up
native intelligence and innate
intuition to find unusual ways of
asserting
their
self-hood.
Sometimes they have resorted to
violence,
cunning
and
guile
knowing that no other route is
available for reaching the larger
goal. They have triumphed and
may be examples for others who
are caught in the quagmire of
patriarchal practices in India.
Meera has shown admirably that
changes can be wrought within the
system; that women need not wait
for radical or external catalysts. I
agree with Meera Khanna that it is
by stretching and bending the
societal structures that feminism
will find its adherents in India, not
necessarily
by
destroying
existing
patterns. In this endeavour, cleverness is
a better weapon that wrath. Breaking
Paths is a wise book even as it delivers
fascinating stories that will leave you
thoughtful and asking for more.

Malashri Lal, Professor, Department of
English, University of Delhi (retd), and
currently Member, English Advisory
Board, Sahitya Akademi.
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A HOUSE IN KUTCH
By Adam YAMEY
A few months ago, my wife and I visited
the historic seaport of Mandvi in Kutch
(now part of Gujarat). One of the
reasons for going there was that my
mother-in-law’s family originated in
this arid part of western India. During
the few days that we spent in Mandvi,
we were taken to see local places of
interest by my wife’s cousin’s driver.
These included the famous Vijay Vilas
Palace (built in the 1920s near Mandvi
in a ‘Rajput’ style of architecture). It
‘starred’ in the 2001 Hindi movie
Lagaan. Another site we visited is home
to a building that I least expected to see
in the desert landscape of Kutch.
It was a real surprise.

variety of means, which differed greatly
from those advocated by Gandhi, to
attain India’s freedom from British rule.
Some Indian nationalist activists,
notably Madame Bhikaji Cama, carried
out their activities abroad, hoping that
they would be safe from the attention of
the vigilant British authorities in India.
They worked in places as far afield as
Canada, the USA, Japan, France,
Germany, and, surprisingly, in Great
Britain, home of their imperialist
oppressors.

This astonishing building at
Kranti Teerth (near Mandvi) is a
large red brick house with white
stone trimmings. It looks like a
typical late Victorian dwelling
found in prosperous parts of
London. It stands in a flat,
almost
treeless,
desert
landscape. This edifice, which
looks brand new, is a replica of
a late Victorian residence in the
north
London
suburb
of
Highgate.
Seeing
this
incongruous building and the
original one, which still stands
in Highgate’s Cromwell Avenue,
made me curious about the
reason
for
the
replica’s
existence and led me to
investigate its story.
In the 19th and 20th centuries,
before
India
became
independent,
many
young
Indians, including the famous
‘son’ of Gujarat, Mahatma
Gandhi, came to England to be
educated.
Most
of
them
intended to return to the Indian
subcontinent where they could
make their fortunes within the
constraints imposed by the
British, who ruled their country.
However, a few Indians came to
Britain in the first decade of the
20th century, and then, unlike
most
of
their
visiting
compatriots, risked sacrificing their
freedom and prospects of wealth by
becoming involved in India’s pursuit of
independence.
A tall, large Victorian house stands
beside a tree lined residential street in
the hilly north London suburb of
Highgate. Its replica stands in Mandvi.
Between 1905 and 1910, the house in
Highgate was named ‘India House’. It
was a meeting place and hostel for
Indian students, many of whom wished
to help liberate India from centuries of
oppressive British domination.
Many factors led to the end of British
rule in India. These included anti-British
sentiments amongst the Indians, which
were fuelled by pro-independence
nationalists and their leaders. History
gives greatest prominence to the nonviolent activities of MK Gandhi (the
‘Mahatma’) and his followers. However,
there were many others. Some are
famous such as Bal Gangadhar Tilak and
Subhas Chandra Bose. Many others,
some almost forgotten, advocated a
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where Krishnavarma died many years
earlier.
My interest was aroused by seeing the
house that looks so out of place in the
arid landscape of Kutch. Recently, I
wrote a book about Highgate’s India
House and the extraordinary events that
were associated with the people who
frequented it between 1905 and 1910.
Entitled “Ideas, Bombs, and Bullets”, my
text describes the history of Highgate’s
India House and the activities that were
associated with it. In addition, it
explores
the
ideas
(of
British
philosophers
opposed
to
British rule in India and
others)
that
led
Krishnavarma to ‘create’
India House. Further, it
discusses the people who
lived in, or congregated, at
the place. Also, it contains the
background to the replica in
Kutch. My book relates the
true stories of these Indian
patriots/revolutionaries
in
Edwardian
London:
adventures which rival tales
of derring-do written by
authors like John Buchan.
It is said that ‘travel broadens
the mind’. Our visit to Mandvi
and its curious memorial to
the largely forgotten Shyamji
Krishnavarma have certainly
broadened my mind. When I
first saw the replica in
Mandvi, I had little idea that
it
would
lead
to
me
‘discovering’
so
much
interesting history about the
struggle
for
Indian
independence that happened
so long before Gandhi came
to live in India after leaving
South Africa.

“IDEAS, BOMBS, and
BULLETS”
(ISBN 9780244203870)
is most easily available from
on-line booksellers, such as:
Most of the Indians who were working
in Edwardian Britain towards liberating
India from British domination occupy a
relatively obscure, almost forgotten part
of the history of India’s freedom
struggle. Some of them, including the
well-known VD Savarkar, centred their
freedom fighting activities in Highgate’s
India House between the years 1905 and
1910.
India House in Highgate was purchased
in 1905 by the wealthy barrister and
noted scholar of Sanskrit, Shyamji
Krishnavarma (1857-1930), who was
born in Mandvi. The replica of the India
House, which stands in that town is part
of a memorial to Krishnavarma and
freedom fighters inspired by him.
Constructed in about 2009, it contains a
gallery of portraits of freedom fighters,
many of whom were new to me. The
extraordinary replica stands alongside
another building that houses the ashes
of Krishnavarma, which Narendra Modi
brought in 2003 to Mandvi from Geneva,

Amazon:
https://www.amazon.co.uk/IDEASBOMBS-BULLETS-AdamYAMEY/dp/0244203873/
&
Book depository:
https://www.bookdepository.com/IDEA
S-BOMBS-BULLETS-AdamYAMEY/9780244203870

Also, on Kindle (e-book)
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Poetry and Painting

Poem and painting By Meenakshi Mohan

Meditation
Sunrise Over Penobscot Bay
by Meenakshi Mohan

Nature hummed a silent song,
Towering trees in harmony recited the Vedas,
Foliage beneath listened as attentive disciples
Quaint wooden steps, and a still boat –
Ah! What a congruent mixture of life –
All waiting in hushed silence,
Then, and then The Sun,
peaks through its pink, orange, blue blanket –
The start of a New Day,
Showering many blessings,
and life dances
to a new rhythm!
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Short Fiction
Someone to take my place
Reshma Ruia
Dr. Patel declares, ‘It’s nothing but cramps.
I can prescribe some blood tests but it
might just be dysmenorrhea or menstrual
pain.’ He holds up a CT scan of my stomach.

I think hard before placing the advert. How
will I sell my husband? How will I describe
the way his eyes darken with passion or the
mermaid tattoo on his ankle?

‘All in your mind,’ he says,
blanking the shadows. But I see them. The
cancer cells spreading like a locust swarm.

‘Healthy man seeks an equally
healthy female, with a lust for travel.’ I
sign off on a whim as James V.

I curl my fingers one by one like a set of
fishing hooks. ‘Is that how long I have?’
He shakes his head.
‘You’re
being unduly alarmed. It could be a
temporary inflammation.’ I know what he
is thinking. ‘Hypochondriac and hysterical
woman.’
I am in this alone.
Peter, my husband has only scorn for
illness. He comes from the land of the able
bodied and strong.
‘It could be cancer.’ I tell him.
Peter shakes his head.
‘You’re overreacting, darling.
You’re strong as a bull.’ He pauses and
continues. ‘I’m thinking of booking us a trip
to Easter Islands.’ His long lean fingers
stroke my cheeks.
My illness has no room in such a
marriage.
Peter is blind to my early
morning shuffle to the bathroom as I ready
myself, slathering my face with makeup, so
that the face smiling back at him looks
healthy.
The cancer started innocently,
like a salesman knocking on the wrong
door. Suddenly a series of stomach spasms
and I was bent over in pain.
‘It’s all this spicy nonsense you
eat,’ Peter says, sweeping away the sauces
and pickles from my kitchen shelves.
I send a text to my boss. ‘I’m
dying.’ I ask for an extended sick leave.

The advert appears online and in the
newspaper’s weekend section.
The surgery phones. My blood
tests are normal and there is no need for a
colonoscopy. They are lying.
I’ve become addicted to finding
my replacement. Every day I trawl the
entries on line and in the papers, playing a
cat and mouse game with these unknown
women. One day soon, I’ll end up in a
hospice, the syringes pumping poison into
my veins, the pitying look of well-wishers
flocking to my bedside.
Not one response pings through the inbox.
I tweak Peter’s profile adding ‘financially
comfortable’ to his list of virtues.
This time there is a flood of
replies. The world is crowded with lonely
women looking for financially solvent
males. I get a magnifying glass and hold it
close to one photo. Georgie145’s mouth is
painted a geisha red. She wears her lipstick
like ammunition.
She could be Peter’s type. I email her.
She has been married before to a Polish
builder. I am curious about the woman who
will replace me. She loves peacocks, except
they have ugly feet, she says. I like her
humour. It will balance Peter’s seriousness.
They can fly to Easter Islands together.
I meet Georgie145 in a coffee
shop. I tell her I will carry a green golf
umbrella.
The Starbucks is busy but I spot an empty
table and sit down, the big green umbrella
propped against my arm. .

I try homeopathy. Little sherbet pills that
do nothing. One morning I climb three
flights of steps to see Mr Zu who has a
diploma in acupuncture from Beijing
University.

A hand touches my shoulder. It is
Georgie145. She is confused.

‘Your yin and yang forces are not
in alignment. Your qi is blocked. Too many
knots,’ he lisps.

‘I placed the advert for my
cousin,’ I lie. ‘He lost his wife to cancer. All
you have to do is win him over.’

Mr Zu recommends a course of acupuncture
to align my spine

I fumble in my handbag and bring out an
old photo. Peter looks young, tanned and
capable.

‘Is this some kind of joke,’ she
whispers.

I don’t trust his needles.
My neighbour is a healer. I decide to see
her. She closes her eyes and sighs.
‘A constellation of alien cells are
attacking each other. You don’t have time.
Look after the ones you will leave behind,’
she says.
Every morning I study my face,
searching for signs of my approaching
death. I remember the healer’s words and
decide to get Peter a new wife. Someone
needs to take my place.
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Her face relaxes and she edges
out of her coat. She is lonely.
Georgie145 and I meet again. I offer her a
ticket.
‘It’s for a Tennessee William
play, ‘A Streetcar named Desire.’
Her eyes light up.
already told me she is a fan.

She

has

I whisper in her ear what she has
to say.
Peter doesn’t want to go to the theatre
alone. I remind him it is his favourite play.
A cheery goodbye and I push him out and
curl up in bed, with enough painkillers to
numb my heart. Soon Peter will slide into
his seat and Georgie145 sitting in the next
seat will look up and strike up a
conversation. He will mumble something
about his wife not being able to make it.
She will pretend her friend stood her up. At
interval and they will turn to each other.
Two people searching for something new.
I picture Georgie145’s next
move. She will say she loves Tennessee
Williams.
‘Is that so?’ Peter will reply,
stroking his chin. He will look at her a little
more carefully and notice the dimples and
the slow burning fire in her red-lipsticked
mouth.
‘Why don’t we discuss it?’
Georgie145 will suggest a drink and Peter
will look at his watch.
‘Oh… all right then. But just one
quick drink, that’s all.’
He’s back. I check the watch…almost one
a.m.
‘How was the play?’ I ask. Peter
has his back to me. He is unbuttoning his
shirt and replies with a grunt. Sliding into
bed, he yawns. I move closer, place my
hand on his chest. His heart has a quick,
frightened beat. Then, out of nowhere he
tells me I don’t really have to go to Easter
Island if I don’t feel up to it.
‘I can find a work colleague to tag
along,’ he says. His eyes drift away and he
stares out the window at the bright lights
of a city beckoning.
My job is done.
Reshma is an award
winning
novelist,
short story writer and
poet. Her first novel,
‘Something Black in
the Lentil Soup’ was
described
in
the
Sunday Times as ‘a
gem of straight-faced comedy.’ Her
second novel, ‘A Mouthful of Silence,’
was shortlisted for the 2014 SI Leeds
Literary Prize. Her short stories and
poems have appeared in British and
International anthologies and magazines
and commissioned for Radio 4. She is the
co-founder of The Whole Kahani, a
writers’ collective of British South Asian
writers. Her poetry collection ‘A Dinner
Party in the Home Counties,’ will be
published later this year. Her writing
explores the inherent preoccupations of
those who possess a multiple sense of
belonging.
www.Reshmaruia.com
@RESHMARUIA

‘My widower cousin will be in
the next seat,’ I explain. ‘He doesn’t go out
often and is very shy.’
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South African Newsletter
Cultural Chauvinism
By Devi Rajab
educaton is the priority in line with
the first injunction of the Koran
“Icra”(Read).

Cultural myopia is unacceptable in a
world where communication is
narrowing the gap s between people
and their religious and social
practices. And yet on a daily basis in
all walks of life we seem to struggle
to really accept and to fully
undertsand each other as fellow
South
Africans.
Our
reactions
towards the other may range from
naïveness to ridicule and even to
open hostility. Academics teaching
students of all hues and cultures
struggle with the challenge of
knowing or getting to know their
students.
In my diversity workshops I use as a
case study the incident of a UCT
student who sought permission from
her lecturer to break her fast during
her examination. His answer was:
“by breaking your fast do you mean a
5 course meal followed by dessert or
a snack”?. His response displayed a
gross insensitivity to the students
religion and culture as he trivialised
her beliefs. It was clear that fasting
was a practice completely foreign to
his experience. His inner thoughts
possibly went something like this.
Now why would anyone want to fast
when they are writing exams?
Unfamiliar with the sanctity of her
religious beliefs he may never have
known the extent of her commitment
to her religion. I recall once trying to
dissuade a student who wanted leave
to go on Haj in the midst of her
exams. “But what about your studies
I asked and her expression was one
of total shock. What could be more
important than Haj she retorted?
Clearly
for
the
educationist,
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On another occasion I was told
unequivocally by another student
that I could not possibly ever
understand the concept of a spiritual
calling because it was alien to my
culture. When she wanted to
abandon her 5th year medical degree
to follow a spiritual calling I joined
her parents in encouraging her to
complete her medical studies before
abandoning it. To the psychologist
her
disorientated
hallucinatory
behaviour
spelt
psychosis.
Understanding our students is
central to the teaching and learning
process.
In
this
respect
the
University or any institution of
higher learning cannot function in a
vacuum. As an integral part of the
wider community it must be
responsive to social and cultural
needs of all its students equally.
Even within a community inter
religious groups do not fully
understand each others practices.
Muslims understand Hindu practices
superficially and vice versa. Each
group
has
strong
stereotypes
embedded within their minds of beef
eating,
slaughters
and
cow
worshippers and idolatory believers.
Constantly I am asked by non Indians
what Muslims eat and Hindus do not
and of temple rituals and Muslim
prayers. There is so much confusion
around the issue of religion. Making
sense of this confusion can result in
weird
attributions
of
sinister
motives. A recent incident reported
in the Post newspaper entitled :
Attack based on religious intolerance
covers the story of Muslim family
transporting 11 sheep and one bull in
an open truck into a gated estate in
Midrand with the permisiion of the
body corporate to carry out the
practice of sacrfice during Eid –ulAdha were confronted by the
residents of the estate who were
opposed to animal slaughter. Clearly
the view from both sides of the issue
cannot be ignored but what is called
for is more understanding of each
others religious practices and a
sensitivity
to
animal
rights
sympathisers,
vegans
and
vegetarians.
The same applies
during Divali when loud explosive
firecrackers cause untold fear and
pain to animals and families with
pets.
The challenge lies in being

conscious of others with whom we
live amongst. Growing up I an era of
christian national education we
practiced our religion alongside the
dominant culture. Accordingly nonChristians seem to know more about
Christianity than Christians seem to
know of their Hindu and Muslim
counterparts. In their schooling nonChristian children were taught to
sing all the anthems and prayers
which they learned mechanistically
without too much fuss or resistance.
As a result when a group of us were
once invited
to celebrate Xmas,
Muslims and Hindus joined forces to
sing in unison the psalms and
Christmas jingles that we had
learned from a good catholic
education. An overlay of vernacular
education followed in after school
vernacular classes and through
strong home grown education at the
laps of mothers and grandparents.
The end result was a multicultural
richness that produced a generation
who straddled many cultures and
appreciated the wealth of knowledge
from east and west.
For the dominant people though their
education resulted in a complacency
that exposed them to a monocultural
world that left them feeling high and
mighty about themselves and their
culture. Those who could match up to
their brand of truth were civilized
and those who didn’t were backward,
unknowledgeable and uncultured.
Now in the New South Africa as we
progress into the next millennium
the
demands
for
a
richer
configuration of cultural knowledge
would make demands on old
complacencies.
Our
present
constitution makes allowances for
the recognition of other cultural
practices and it is now left to the
institutions of higher learning to
create cultural comfort zones for all
its students and to enrich the
knowledge
base
of
others.’
Westerners would have to start
learning about other cultures steeped
in a tradition which they have been
unfamiliar with in the past.

Dr. Devi Rajab is a well
respected South African
journalist and former Dean of
Student Development at UKZN
and the author of several
books.
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Malathy’s Musings
The Oil Bath
By Malathy Sitaram
The Romans had their thermaes, the Finns have their saunas and
the Turks, Turkish baths. Not to be outdone, South
Indians have the oil-bath. The oil bath is one of the
oldest cultural practices in South India, a practice which testifies
to an innate Epicurean streak in Indian culture. Modern culture
however has fostered an interest in abstinence and austerity.
Nowadays Yoga with its roots in India, has been taken up all over
the West. Whole hearted enjoyment or the idea of pleasure for
pleasure’s sake is tempered with involuntary feelings of guilt.
Probably because the ‘good life’ is a relatively new concept. It is
difficult to throw off completely, habits of parsimony and
frugality. Mahatma Gandhi was a good example of the culture of
frugality.
The oil-bath is a concession to self-indulgence and is an essential
part of the beauty ritual of South Indian women.
Starting from a week or two after birth, one is initiated
to the practice of the oil-bath. The procedure is as follows: A
thorough massage with gingelly or sesame oil from head to toe.
(This oil is also used for cooking). When the child is a little
older, it is left for a little while in sunshine, so that the skin
absorbs the oil and Vitamin D though the latter’s benefit would
not have been
known
prescientific times.
Strand
after
strand of hair on
the
head
is
assiduously oiled.
The oil does not
have
an
unpleasant smell.
As children, my
sisters and I were
given
the
oil
treatment once a
week
by
our
mother who so
lovingly
tended
our hair as a
weekly
beauty
ritual.
Long,
lustrous
black
hair
was
an
important asset
for the female
gender.
In preparation for this, big cauldrons of hot water are stored
ready for use in the bathroom. These cauldrons are made of
brass or copper and are beautiful. In the old days, the bathroom
in most South Indian homes was quite separate from the
lavatory. In modern times, this arrangement has been waived by
urban dwellers whose homes may not be spacious enough. The
bathing room has an outlet on the floor to drain away the water
which is liberally used and spilt. Bathtubs were unknown then.
After the massage, the bath begins and the oil must be removed.
For this purpose, a substance called ‘shika’ is used. Better known
as soap-nut, it is a seed with detergent qualities, which comes in
powdered form. Water is added to this powder to make a paste.
Its properties are such that it can remove every vestige of oil
while at the same time rendering the hair soft, glossy and
lustrous. It is the equivalent of the modern ‘shampoo’. For the
body a paste made up of lentil flour mixed with turmeric may be
used. One may add to it other exotic ingredients such as cream,
honey, ground almonds, drops of lemon juice or even carrot
juice! Finally, water is poured all over the head and body to rinse
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off the paste and one emerges, refreshed, cleansed and
rejuvenated.
The skin glows and is satin smooth. Worry lines disappear,
giving the face a soft and years younger look. A feeling of wellbeing permeates the body. All sense of tension has been
removed, all pains vanished. The oil bath is supposed to have a
wonderfully soothing effect on the nervous system One gets so
habituated to it that the lack of it for some reason or other may
bring on headaches and irritability. South Indian women usually
sport long, black silky tresses. The regular oil bath may well be
considered the reason for this. In times past, hair dryers were
not known. Instead there was an exotic drying ritual. A
substance known as ‘sambrani’, a pleasant- smelling resinous
gum specially grown in Malaysian forests is used for this
purpose. On a miniature gridiron with a few pieces of live
charcoal, a pinch of sambrani (which is a powdery substance) is
sprinkled. Immediately fragrant clouds of smoke belch forth. A
large wicker basket with tiny holes is overturned over the
gridiron. One immediately lies down with the head resting on
the basket with one’s wet hair spread over it. The hair is soon
enveloped in by clouds of whitish, fragrant smoke and before
long the hair is dry
and the fragrance
lingers for a while. In
the evening a string
of jasmine flowers is
worn over the hair.
The
fragrance
lingers for quite a
while.
On most festival days
and
on
one’s
wedding
day
a
woman always takes
an oil bath. In fact, it
is a weekly feature in
most
households.
Sunday mornings in
our house. Appetites
already keen are
further sharpened by
the mouth- watering
odours of ‘sambar’
and rasam’ wafting
from the kitchen.
(These
are
hot
vegetable Southern specialities). After a hearty repast, a drowsy
languor is felt and one can surrender, post lunch, to the alluring
arms of sleep.
Outside India and especially in the West, bathrooms are not
designed for the weekly ritual. Tubs prove hazardous. A hand
shower however would rinse one’s long tresses. To one whose
system has been nurtured on this ritual since infancy it would
be well-nigh impossible to be deprived of it. Shampoo takes the
place of ‘shika’ and there are plenty of oils which can be
massaged into one’s hair prior to the shampoo. A hand held dryer
replaces the sambrani sprinkled on hot coal which is covered by
a wicker basket.
Anyone for an oil bath?
Malathy Sitaram was the first Asian to teach
English
in
Wiltshire
Schools
and
simultaneously, the first Asian to be
appointed to the Swindon Bench of Justices of
the Peace. Now retired, she is just as busy.
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Short fiction
Forever and Always
By Anant Mohan
I shivered in the chill of the morning
air as I blindly reached for the mute
switch of my iPhone alarm. Yanking
the phone out of its charging port, I
raised it to eye level.
I struggled my way out of bed,
carefully lifting each leg out of my
checkered blue sheets with my hand.
“Coffee, I need coffee,” I announced to
the dark bedroom, that, other than
me, was unoccupied. The hardwood
floors of the hallway in my twobedroom home creaked as they caved
in ever so slightly, with the weight of
my body.
Within the hallway hung a
sanctuary of art, all presenting a love
of riding I once had: posters of the
first Harley-Davidson commercials,
framed photos of MotoGP podiums,
paintings of the most elegant trophy
race bikes, blueprints, and patents of
historic motorsport breakthroughs -how these things once used to
intrigue me. I sped past the hallway
looking straight down, barely opening
my eyes. I felt breathless and my
hands
trembled.
My
stomach
contracted, I was in a terrifying state
of free-fall, despite being within the
confines of my walls. Acting quickly, I
activated the Nespresso.
I couldn’t let my daily walk just to my
kitchen be such an emotionally
exhausting task anymore. I made a
decision: grabbing my old and dusty
mechanic gloves, I raced back to my
dim hallway. I was going to finally
face my anxiety once and for all.
Arriving at my destination, I hoisted
myself up through ridges on the walls,
my wrists tensed as I grabbed hold of
the corners of one of my art pieces.
Intending not to waste any time, I
violently ripped the painting off the
wall. Dust and chunks of drywall
scattered the floor along with the
nail. I let some of it fall into a
cardboard box, which I had also
brought along. The glass face, which
housed the elegant depiction of a gold
MotoGP
championship
trophy
shattered as the frame contacted the
floor. I repeated this process until the
walls of my hallway were empty.
The floor lay covered in white dust,
wall chunks, and shards of shattered
glass. I lifted the box, a process now
exponentially more difficult as the
sheer weight of the box now caused
me to tip over. I frantically swung my
right arm forward, while grabbing my
legs with the other. Regaining
balance as my arm caught a wall, I
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pressed the box to my chest to
transport it to a storage rack in my
garage -- far away from the sights of
my eyes.
The garage door creaked open as I
clicked on the light switch. Two small
hanging halogen bulbs let out an
electrical buzzing noise and then
flickered to life. The illumination
revealed the small garage. Shelves of
old boxes lined the sides almost to the
point where the walls couldn’t be
seen: old folders, files, ladders, and
books, among other things. The
biggest point of interest in the garage
however lay in the centre….
I shoved the box of all my old art into
the top shelf of one of the corner
cabinets of the garage. As I did, I
heard a distinct shatter of what would
most likely be another broken frame
cover. “Who cares?” Before I could
enter the house however, my eyes
veered to the center of the garage and
there lay around 4 ft. tarp-covered
object filled with grey dust. My
stomach began to sink again.
However I collected myself and
decided to approach it.
Something was lying under the cover
and which barely represented a
motorcycle. It still had two wheels,
however. One was bent out of shape
as if it was a clock in Salvador Dali’s
painting, the headlights were blown
and dented to look more oval than
circular; the engine block seemed to
be charred and cracked from the
middle allowing the hidden valves
and pushrods to be revealed; the fuel
tank was dented but revealed the
identity of the mechanical corpse;
“Harley-Davidson Forty-Eight,” it
read in large but faded block letters.
My eyes began to well up. Nostalgia
for the distant past filled my
thoughts.
“Wake up dad! We have to work on
our bike!” he used to say. He and I
used to get up every weekend at 6:00
am to work on modifying the brand
New Harley Davidson that we had
bought together.
“Can I work on the engine today?” he
used to ask me.
“Of course, I’ll work on the frame
then,” I’d reply. My response was
never negative. We were a team.
Together, we turned something
magnificent -- how the large exposed
block used to shine in the sunlight as
the 1200cc engine delivered the
power, the elegant sounds of the

gargling exhaust as it cruised through
highways and low roads while every
passerby peered towards us just to
catch a glimpse.
The chrome
detailings of the frame and the
vigorous rattled as all of it coughed to
life for the first time – how we
cheered our success!
Back to reality again, I stared at the
corpse of what my son and I had built
together, and my eyes helplessly shut.
A single tear, then multiple, ran down
both my cheeks. I recalled what I
remembered all the local headlines
when my whole life had reached its
tragic climax: “One Teen Killed and
One Adult Paralyzed in a Motorcycle
Crash.”
I opened my eyes again, I looked at
the bike then I looked down towards
my legs. A wheelchair secured my
immobile legs to its protective seat. “I
failed you, I’m sorry,” I whispered to
the empty room in the hopes that my
son would hear it. I pushed my
wheelchair towards the bike to cover
it back up with the tarp, but I couldn’t.
My tears were uncontrollable now.
“Just get
screamed.

rid

of

it,

damnit!”

I

“This is our bike now right, dad?”
“Forever and always.”
“Do you promise?”
Wiping my tears away, I wheeled to
another corner of the room. I blew off
the dust and retrieved a screwdriver
kit, wrench set, socket set, and my
hex keys. I returned to the bike, I
thrust my arms off the wheelchair,
hoisted myself onto the ripped bike
seat while mounting it. I unlatched
my tools from their covers.
“I promise.” I said to myself.
“Forever and always…”
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